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Optimal Euclidean spanners: really short, thin and lanky∗

Michael Elkin † Shay Solomon ‡

Abstract

The degree, the (hop-)diameter, and the weight are the most basic and well-studied parameters of
geometric spanners. In a seminal STOC’95 paper, titled “Euclidean spanners: short, thin and lanky”,
Arya et al. [4] devised a construction of Euclidean (1 + ǫ)-spanners that achieves constant degree,
diameter O(log n), weight O(log2 n) · ω(MST ), and has running time O(n · logn). This construction
applies to n-point constant-dimensional Euclidean spaces. Moreover, Arya et al. conjectured that the
weight bound can be improved by a logarithmic factor, without increasing the degree and the diameter
of the spanner, and within the same running time.

This conjecture of Arya et al. became one of the most central and fundamental open problems
in the area of Euclidean spanners. Nevertheless, the only progress since 1995 towards its resolution
was achieved in the lower bounds front: Any spanner with diameter O(log n) must incur weight
Ω(log n) · ω(MST ), and this lower bound holds regardless of the stretch or the degree of the spanner
(see the SODA’05 paper of Agarwal et al. [2], and the FOCS’08 paper of Dinitz et al. [24]).

In this paper we resolve the long-standing conjecture of Arya et al. in the affirmative. Specifically,
we present a construction of spanners with the same stretch, degree, diameter, and running time, as
in Arya et al.’s result, but with optimal weight O(log n) · ω(MST ). So our spanners are as thin and
lanky as those of Arya et al., but they are really short!

Moreover, our result is more general in two ways. First, we demonstrate that the conjecture
holds true not only in constant-dimensional Euclidean spaces, but also in metrics of constant doubling
dimension (namely, doubling metrics). Second, we provide a general tradeoff between the three involved
parameters, which is tight in the entire range. Specifically, we prove that for any n-point doubling
metric, any ǫ > 0, and any parameter ρ ≥ 2, there exists a (1 + ǫ)-spanner with degree O(ρ), diameter
O(log

ρ
n+ α(ρ)), and weight O(ρ · log

ρ
n) · ω(MST ).

To prove this result, we develop a general procedure for transforming any given (possibly heavy-
weight) spanner H into a light-weight spanner H ′ that has (essentially) the same number of edges,
stretch, degree and diameter as those of H . Our procedure works for general metrics, i.e., its applica-
bility is not restricted to Euclidean or doubling metrics.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Euclidean Metrics. Consider a set P of n points in R
d, d ≥ 2, and a real number t ≥ 1. A

graph G = (P,E, ω) in which the weight ω(p, q) of each edge e = (p, q) ∈ E is equal to the Euclidean
distance ‖p − q‖ between p and q is called a Euclidean graph. We say that the Euclidean graph G is a
t-spanner for P if for every pair p, q ∈ P of distinct points, there exists a path Π(p, q) in G between p and
q whose weight (i.e., the sum of all edge weights in it) is at most t · ‖p− q‖. The parameter t is called the
stretch of the spanner. The path Π(p, q) is said to be a t-spanner path between p and q. In this paper we
focus on the regime t = 1 + ǫ, for ǫ > 0 being an arbitrarily small constant. We will also concentrate on
spanners with |E| = O(n), or nearly O(n), edges. Euclidean spanners were introduced by Chew [16] in
1986. The first constructions of (1 + ǫ)-spanners with O(n) edges were devised soon afterwards [17, 38],
and the running time of such constructions was improved to O(n · log n) a few years later [52, 46].

Euclidean spanners turned out to be a fundamental geometric construct, with numerous applications.
In particular, they were found useful in geometric approximation algorithms [44, 32, 33], geometric
distance oracles [32, 34, 33] and Network Design [37, 42]. Various properties of Euclidean spanners are
a subject of intensive ongoing research effort [39, 13, 3, 21, 22, 4, 23, 44, 31, 2, 10, 24]. See also the
book by Narasimhan and Smid [43], and the references therein. This book is titled “Geometric Spanner
Networks”, and it is devoted almost exclusively to Euclidean spanners and their numerous applications.

In addition to stretch (t = 1+ǫ) and sparsity (|E| = O(n)), other fundamental properties of Euclidean
spanners include their maximum degree, their (hop-)diameter, and their lightness. The (maximum) degree
∆(G) of a spanner G is the maximum degree of a vertex in G. The diameter Λ(G) of a (1 + ǫ)-spanner
G is the smallest number Λ such that for every pair of points p, q ∈ P there exists a (1+ ǫ)-spanner path
between p and q in G that consists of at most Λ edges (or hops). The lightness Ψ(G) of a spanner G
is defined as the ratio between the weight ω(G) =

∑

e∈E ω(e) of G and the weight ω(MST (P )) of the
minimum spanning tree MST (P ) for the point set P .

Arya and Smid [6] devised a construction of (1+ ǫ)-spanners with constant degree. (In this section we
may write “spanner” as a shortcut for a “(1 + ǫ)-spanner with O(n) edges”.) In FOCS’94, Arya, Mount
and Smid [5] devised a construction of spanners with logarithmic diameter. The diameter was improved
to O(α(n)), where α(n) is the inverse-Ackermann function, by Arya et al. [4] in STOC’95. (Further work
on the tradeoff between the diameter and number of edges in spanners can be found in [10, 43, 48].)

Also, in the beginning of the nineties researchers started to systematically investigate spanners that
combine several additional parameters (among degree, diameter and lightness). Das and Narasimhan
[22] devised a construction of spanners with constant degree and lightness. The running time of their
construction is O(n · log2 n). Another construction with the same degree and lightness, but with an
improved running time of O(n · log n) was devised by Gudmundsson et al. [31]. Arya et al. [4] devised
a construction of spanners with logarithmic diameter and logarithmic lightness. (This combination was
shown to be optimal by Dinitz et al. [24] in FOCS’08; see also [41, 2] for previous lower bounds on this
problem.) This construction of [4] may have, however, an arbitrarily large degree. On the other hand,
Arya et al. [4] devised also a construction of spanners with constant degree, logarithmic diameter and
lightness O(log2 n). In the end of their seminal work Arya et al. [4] conjectured that one can obtain a
spanner with constant degree, logarithmic diameter and logarithmic lightness within time O(n · log n).
Specifically, they wrote:

Conjecture 1 ([4]) For any t > 1, and any dimension k, there is a t-spanner, constructible in O(n·log n)
time, with bounded degree, O(log n) diameter, and weight O(ω(MST ) · log n).

In this paper1 we prove the conjecture of Arya et al. [4], and devise a construction of (1+ ǫ)-spanners
with bounded degree, and with logarithmic diameter and lightness. The running time of our construction
is O(n · log n), matching the time bound conjectured in [4]. Moreover, this running time is optimal in the
algebraic computation-tree model [15]. (We remark that regardless of the running time, prior to our work

1An earlier version of this paper can be found in [26].
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Reference Degree Diameter Lightness Running Time Metric

Arya and Smid [6] O(1) unspecified unspecified O(n · log n) Euclidean

Das and Narasimhan [22] O(1) unspecified O(1) O(n · log2 n) Euclidean

Gudmundsson et al. [31] O(1) unspecified O(1) O(n · log n) Euclidean

Arya et al. [4] unspecified O(log n) O(log n) O(n · log n) Euclidean

Arya et al. [4] O(1) O(log n) O(log2 n) O(n · log n) Euclidean

Arya et al. [4] unspecified O(α(n)) unspecified O(n · log n) Euclidean

Solomon and Elkin [50] O(n1/α(n)) O(α(n)) O(n1/α(n)
· α(n) · log n) O(n · log n) Euclidean

Solomon and Elkin [50] O(ρ) O(logρ n+ α(ρ)) O(ρ · logρ n · log n) O(n · log n) Euclidean

Chan et al. [11] O(1) unspecified unspecified unspecified doubling

Gottlieb and Roditty [30] O(1) unspecified unspecified O(n · log n) doubling

Chan and Gupta [10] unspecified O(α(n)) unspecified O(n · log n) doubling

Smid [47] unspecified unspecified O(log n) O(n2
· log n) doubling

Gottlieb et al. [28] O(1) O(log n) unspecified O(n · log n) doubling

Ours O(1) O(log n) O(log n) O(n · logn) doubling

Ours O(ρ) O(log
ρ
n + α(ρ)) O(ρ · log

ρ
n) O(n · logn) doubling

Table 1: A comparison of previous and new constructions of (1 + ǫ)-spanners with O(n) edges for low-dimensional
Euclidean or doubling metrics.

it was unknown whether (1 + ǫ)-spanners with constant degree, and logarithmic diameter and lightness,
exist, even for 2-dimensional point sets.)

In fact, our result is far more general than this. Specifically, we provide a tradeoff parameterized by
a degree parameter ρ ≥ 2, summarized below.

Theorem 1.1 For any set of n points in Euclidean space of any constant dimension k, any ǫ > 0 and
any integer parameter ρ ≥ 2, there exists a (1 + ǫ)-spanner with O(n) edges, degree O(ρ), diameter
O(logρ n+ α(ρ)) and lightness O(ρ · logρ n). The running time of our construction is O(n · log n).

Due to lower bounds by [10, 24], this tradeoff is optimal in the entire range of the parameter ρ.

1.2 Doubling Metrics. Our result extends in another direction as well. Specifically, it applies to any
doubling metric.2 Doubling metrics, implicit in the works of Assoud [7] and Clarkson [18], were explicitly
defined by Gupta et al. [35]. They were subject of intensive research since then [40, 51, 36, 10, 1, 8].

Spanners for doubling metrics were also intensively studied [27, 11, 36, 45, 29, 30, 47]. They were also
found useful for Approximation Algorithms [8], and for Machine Learning [28]. In SODA’05 Chan et al.
[11] showed that for any doubling metric there exists a (1+ǫ)-spanner with constant degree. In SODA’06,
Chan and Gupta [10] devised a construction of (1 + ǫ)-spanners with O(n) edges and diameter O(α(n)).
Smid [47] showed that in doubling metrics a greedy construction produces spanners with logarithmic
lightness. (The greedy spanner can be constructed within O(n2 · log n) in doubling metrics [9].) Gottlieb
et al. [28] devised a construction of (1 + ǫ)-spanners with constant degree and logarithmic diameter,
with O(n · log n) running time. To the best of our knowledge, prior to our work, there were no known
construction of (1+ ǫ)-spanners with O(n) edges for doubling metrics that provides logarithmic diameter
and lightness simultaneously (even allowing arbitrarily large degree).3

We show that our construction extends to doubling metrics without incurring any overhead (beyond
constants) in the degree, diameter, lightness, and running time. In other words, Theorem 1.1 applies to
doubling metrics as well. See Table 1 for a summary of previous and our results.

2 The doubling dimension of a metric is the smallest value d such that every ball B in the metric can be covered by at
most 2d balls of half the radius of B. This generalizes the Euclidean dimension, because the doubling dimension of Euclidean
space R

d is proportional to d.
A metric is called doubling if its doubling dimension is constant.
3On the other hand, as was mentioned in Section 1.1, for Euclidean metrics such a construction was devised by Arya et

al. [4]. However, the degree in the latter construction is unbounded.
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1.3 Our and Previous Techniques. Our starting point is the paper of Chandra et al. [13] from
SoCG’92 (see also [14]). In this paper the authors devised a general transformation: given a “black-
box” construction of spanners with certain stretch and number of edges their transformation returns a
construction with roughly the same stretch and number of edges, but with a logarithmic lightness. The
drawback of their transformation is that it blows up the degree and the diameter of the original spanner.

In this paper we devise a much more refined transformation. Our transformation enjoys all the useful
properties of the transformation of [13], but, in addition, it preserves (up to constant factors) the degree
and the diameter of the original “black-box” construction. We then compose our refined transformation
on top of known constructions of spanners with constant degree and logarithmic diameter (due to Arya
et al. [4] in the Euclidean case, and due to Gottlieb et al. [28] in the case of doubling metrics). As a
result we obtain a construction of spanners with constant degree, logarithmic diameter and logarithmic
lightness. The latter proves the conjecture of Arya et al. [4].

We remark that our transformation can be applied not only for Euclidean or doubling metrics, but in
much more general scenarios. In fact, in [25] we have already obtained some improved results for spanners
in general graphs that are based on a variant of this transformation.

Next, we provide a schematic overview of the two transformations (the one due to [13], and our
refined one). The transformation of [13] starts with constructing an MST T of the input metric. Then it
constructs the preorder traversal path L of T . The path L is then partitioned into (roughly) cn intervals

of length |L|
cn

each, for a constant c > 1. This is the bottom-most level F1 of the hierarchy F of intervals
that the transformation constructs. Pairs of consecutive intervals are grouped together; this gives rise to
cn/2 intervals of length 2 · |L|

n·c each. The hierarchy F consists of ℓ = log n levels, with O(c) intervals of

length roughly |L|
c

each in the last level Fℓ.
In each level j ∈ [ℓ] of the hierarchy each non-empty interval is represented by a point of the original

metric (henceforth, its representative). Let Qj denote the set of j-level representatives. The transforma-
tion then invokes its input black-box construction of spanners on each point set Qj separately. Each of
those ℓ auxiliary spanners is then pruned, i.e., “long” edges are removed from it. The remaining edges in
all the auxiliary spanners, together with the MST T , form the output spanner.

Intuitively, the pruning step ensures that the resulting spanner is reasonably light. The stretch remains
roughly intact, because each distance is taken care “on its own scale”. The number of edges does not
grow by much, because the sequence |Q1|, |Q2|, . . . , |Qℓ| decays geometrically. However, the diameter is
blown up, because within each interval the MST-paths (which may contain many edges) are used to reach
points that do not serve as representatives. Also, the degree is blown up because the same point may
serve as a representative in many different levels.

To fix the problem with the diameter we use a construction of 1-dimensional spanners to shortcut
the traversal path L. We remark that (1 + ǫ)-spanners with O(n) edges, constant degree, logarithmic
diameter and logarithmic lightness for sets of n points on a line (1-dimensional case) were devised already
by Arya et al. [4]. Plugging4 this 1-dimensional spanner construction into the transformation of Chandra
et al. [13] gives rise to an improved transformation that keeps the diameter in check, but still blows up
the degree.

To fix the problem with the degree, it is natural to try distributing the degree load evenly between
“nearby” points along L. Unfortunately, this turns out to be impossible, at least if one sticks with the
original hierarchy F of partitions of L into intervals. The problem is that the same point may well be
the only eligible representative for many different levels of the hierarchy. Overcoming this hurdle is the
heart of our paper. Instead of intervals we divide the point set into a different hierarchy F̂ of sets, which
we call bags. On the lowest level of the hierarchy the bags and the intervals coincide. As our algorithm
proceeds it carefully moves points between bags so as to guarantee that no point will ever be overloaded.
At the same time we never put points that are far away from one another in the original metric into

4In fact, we use our own more recent construction [50] of 1-spanners for 1-dimensional spaces with the above properties.
Having stretch 1 instead of (1 + ǫ) simplifies the analysis.
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the same bag. Indeed, if remote points end up in the same bag, then the auxiliary spanners for the
sets of representatives, as well as the 1-dimensional spanner for L, cease being useful for providing short
(1 + ǫ)-spanner paths for the original point set. On the other hand, degree constraints may force our
algorithm to relocate points arbitrarily far away from their initial position on L. Balancing between these
two contradictory requirements is the main technical contribution of this paper.

1.4 Related Work. Most of the related work was already discussed above. One more relevant result is
the ESA’10 paper [50] by the authors of the current paper. There we devised a construction of spanners
that trades gracefully between the degree, diameter and lightness. That construction, however, could
only match the previous suboptimal bounds of Arya et al. [4], but not improve them. In particular, the
lightness of the construction of [50] is Ω(log2 n), regardless of the other parameters.

1.5 Consequent Work. The preliminary version of this paper was published and started to circulate
in April 2012 [26]. It sparked a number of follow-up papers. First, in [25] we used the technique developed
in this paper to devise an efficient construction of light spanners for general graphs. Second, in [12] Chan
et al. came up with an alternative construction of (1 + ǫ)-spanners for doubling metrics with constant
degree, and logarithmic diameter and lightness. Their construction and analysis are arguably simpler
than ours. In addition, they also extended this result to the fault-tolerant setting. On the other hand,
the running time in [12] is not analyzed. (To our understanding it requires at least O(n2) time.) More
importantly, while our construction provides an optimal tradeoff between the diameter and lightness
(O(logρ n+α(ρ)) versus O(ρ · logρ n) for the entire range of the degree parameter ρ ≥ 2), the construction
of [12] does the job only for ρ = 2. As far as we know it cannot be extended to provide the general tradeoff.
Finally, the construction of Chan et al. [12] does not provide a transformation for converting spanners
into light spanners. We believe that our black-box transformation is very useful by itself. Indeed, its
applicability is demonstrated in the current paper, and also in our consequent paper [26]. Very recently,
Solomon [49] came up with yet another alternative construction of (1 + ǫ)-spanners for doubling metrics
with constant degree, and logarithmic diameter and lightness. The construction of [49] has running time
O(n · log n), but similarly to the construction of Chan et al. [12], it fails to provide the general tradeoff
between the parameters. Also, similarly to the construction of Chan et al. [12], the construction of [49]
does not provide a general black-box transformation for converting spanners into light spanners.

Finally, we stress that both constructions [12, 49] are consequent to our work, and build upon ideas
and techniques that we developed in the current paper.

1.6 Structure of the Paper. In Section 2 we describe our algorithm. The description of the algorithm
is provided in Sections 2.1-2.6. A detailed outline of Section 2 appears at the beginning of the section.
We analyze the properties of the spanners produced by our algorithm in Section 3. The most elaborate
and technically involved parts of the analysis concern the stretch and diameter (Section 3.3) and the
degree (Section 3.4) of the produced spanners.

1.7 Preliminaries. The following theorem provides optimal spanners for 1-dimensional Euclidean
metrics with respect to all three parameters (degree, diameter and lightness).

Theorem 1.2 ([4, 50]) For any n-point 1-dimensional space M and any integer ρ ≥ 2, there exists a
1-spanner H with |H| = O(n), ∆(H) = O(ρ), Λ(H) = O(logρ n + α(ρ)) and Ψ = O(ρ · logρ n). The
running time of this construction is O(n).

The following theorem provides spanners for doubling metrics with an optimal tradeoff between the degree
and diameter. Note, however, that this tradeoff does not involve lightness.

Theorem 1.3 ([4, 30, 50]) For any n-point doubling metric M = (P, δ), any ǫ > 0 and any integer
ρ ≥ 2, there exists a (1 + ǫ)-spanner H with |H| = O(n), ∆(H) = O(ρ) and Λ(H) = O(logρ n + α(ρ)).
The running time of this construction is O(n · log n).

For the sake of completeness we provide a proof of Theorem 1.3 in Appendix B.
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Our transformation theorem is formulated below.

Theorem 1.4 Let M = (P, δ) be an arbitrary metric. Let ρ ≥ 2 be an arbitrary integer parameter, and
t ≥ 1 be an additional parameter. Suppose that for any subset Q ⊆ P , |Q| = n, there exists an algorithm
(henceforth, Algorithm BasicSp) which builds a t-spanner H for the sub-metric M [Q] of M induced by
the point set Q, so that |H| ≤ SpSz(n), ∆(H) ≤ ∆(n), Λ(H) ≤ Λ(n). Moreover, Algorithm BasicSp
requires at most SpTm(n) time. Suppose also that all the functions SpSz(n),∆(n),Λ(n) and SpTm(n)
are monotone non-decreasing, while the functions SpSz(n) and SpTm(n) are also convex and vanish at
zero.

Then there is an algorithm (henceforth, Algorithm LightSp) which builds, for every subset Q ⊆ P ,
|Q| = n, and any ǫ > 0, a (t + ǫ)-spanner H ′ for M [Q] with |H ′| = O(SpSz(n) · logρ(t/ǫ)), ∆(H ′) =

O(∆(n) · logρ(t/ǫ) + ρ), Λ(H ′) = O(Λ(n) + logρ n + α(ρ)), Ψ(H ′) = O(SpSz(n)
n

· ρ · logρ n · (t3/ǫ)). The
running time of Algorithm LightSp is O(SpTm(n) · logρ(t/ǫ) + n · log n).

Given this theorem we derive our main result by instantiating the algorithm from Theorem 1.3 as
Algorithm BasicSp in Theorem 1.4. As a result we obtain a construction of (1 + ǫ)-spanner H for
doubling metrics with |H| = O(n), ∆(H) = O(ρ), Λ(H) = O(logρ n + α(ρ)), Ψ(H) = O(ρ · logρ n), in
time O(n · log n). (We substituted t = 1 + ǫ, and ǫ > 0 is a constant.) In Appendix A we explicate the
dependencies on ǫ and the doubling dimension d on various parameters of the spanner constructed by
Theorem 1.4.

For a pair of non-negative integers i, j, i ≤ j, we denote [i, j] = {i, i + 1, . . . , j}, [i] = {1, 2, . . . , i}.

2 Algorithm LightSp

Let M = (P, δ) be an arbitrary metric, and let Q ⊆ P be a subset of n points from P .
Algorithm LightSp starts with computing an MST, or an approximate MST, T , for the metric M [Q].

In low-dimensional Euclidean and doubling metrics an MST can be computed within O(n · log n) time. In
general, a t-approximate MST can be computed in O(SpTm(n)+n · logn) time. This is done by running
Prim’s MST Algorithm over the t-spanner produced by Algorithm BasicSp.

Let L be the Hamiltonian path of M [Q] obtained by taking the preorder traversal of T . Define
L = ω(L); it is well known ([20], ch. 36) that L ≤ 2 · ω(T ), and so L = O(ω(MST (M [Q]))). Write
L = (q1, q2, . . . , qn), and let ML = (Q, δL) be the 1-dimensional space induced by the path L, where δL
is the distance in L (henceforth, path distance), i.e., δL(vk, vk′) =

∑k′−1
i=k δ(vi, vi+1), for every pair k, k′

of indices, 1 ≤ k < k′ ≤ n. We employ Theorem 1.2 to build in O(n) time a 1-spanner HL for ML with
|HL| = O(n), ∆(HL) = O(ρ), Λ(HL) = O(logρ n+α(ρ)) and Ψ(HL) = O(ρ · logρ n). Let H = (Q,EH) be
the graph obtained from HL by assigning weight δ(p, q) to each edge (p, q) ∈ HL. Since edge weights in H
are no greater than the corresponding edge weights in HL, we have (i) ω(H) ≤ ω(HL) = O(ρ · logρ n) ·L,
and (ii) for any pair p, q ∈ Q of points, there is a path ΠH(p, q) in H that has weight at most δL(p, q)
and O(logρ n+α(ρ)) edges. We henceforth call H the path-spanner. We also define an order relation ≺L

for the points of Q. Specifically, we write qi ≺L qj (respectively, qi �L qj) iff i < j (resp., i ≤ j).
Let ℓ = ⌈logρ n⌉. Define Q0 = Q, let n0 = |Q0| = n, and define the 0-level threshold τ0 = 2· L

n
·t·(1+ 1

c
),

where c = ⌈4·(t+1)
ǫ

⌉ = Θ(t/ǫ) is a constant (t and ǫ will be set as constants). For j ∈ [ℓ], we define

ξj = ρj−1 · L
n
. Divide the path L into nj = c·L

ξj
= c·n

ρj−1 intervals of length µj =
ξj
c
each. Define also the

j-level threshold τj = 2µj ·ρ · t · (c+1) = 2 · L
n
· t · (1+ 1

c
) ·ρj . These intervals induce a partition of the point

set Q in the obvious way; denote these intervals and the corresponding point sets by I
(1)
j , I

(2)
j , . . . , I

(nj)
j

and Q
(1)
j , Q

(2)
j , . . . , Q

(nj)
j , respectively.

We define Ij = {I
(1)
j , . . . , I

(nj)
j }, and I =

⋃ℓ
j=1 Ij. Note that, for each j ∈ [2, ℓ], every j-level interval

I is a union of ρ consecutive (j−1)-level intervals. The interval I is called the parent of these (j−1)-level
intervals, and they are called its children. This nested hierarchy of intervals defines in a natural way a
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forest F of ρ-ary trees, whose vertices (henceforth, bags) correspond to intervals from I. With a slight
abuse of notation we denote by I also the set of bags in F , and by Fj = Ij the set of j-level bags in F ,
for each j ∈ [ℓ]. Each of the trees in F is rooted at an ℓ-level interval. Thus, the number of trees in F is
equal to the number |Iℓ| = nℓ of ℓ-level intervals. Specifically, nℓ =

c·n
ρℓ−1 , and so c < nℓ ≤ c ·ρ. Denote the

interval that corresponds to a bag v of F by I(v), and denote the point set of I(v) by Q̄(v). We call the
point set Q̄(v) the native point set of v. For an inner bag v in F with ρ children c1(v), . . . , cρ(v), we have
I(v) =

⋃ρ
i=1 I(ci(v)), and Q̄(v) =

⋃ρ
i=1 Q̄(ci(v)). Note that

⋃

v∈Fj
I(v) = [q1, qn], and

⋃

v∈Fj
Q̄(v) = Q.

Also, for any pair of distinct bags u, v ∈ Fj , I(u) ∩ I(v) = Q̄(u) ∩ Q̄(v) = ∅.
In Algorithm LightSp we (implicitly) maintain another forest F̂ over the same bag set I. Specifically,

a j-level bag v, for some index j ∈ [ℓ− 1], may get attached by the algorithm to some (j + 1)-level bag
u, other than the parent π(v) of v in F . If this happens we say that u becomes a step-parent of v in F
(and u is a parent of v in F̂), and v becomes a step-child of u in F (and v is a child of u in F̂).

Observe that in F each bag v corresponds to a specific interval I(v) ∈ I, and contains only points
that lie within this interval. On the other hand, each bag v ∈ F̂ may contain points from many different
intervals of I. There is, however, a natural 1-1 correspondence between bags in F and in F̂ . Moreover,
for every index j, j ∈ [ℓ], this correspondence maps Fj to F̂j . Hence a bag v is in level j in F iff it is in
level j in F̂ .

The rest of this section is organized as follows. In Section 2.1 we describe point sets which are
associated with bags of F̂ . In Section 2.2 we describe an important subset of edges of the ultimate
spanner that the algorithm constructs. This subset is called the base edge set. During the execution of
the algorithm some bags are labeled as zombies or incubators. These notions are discussed in Section
2.3. In Section 2.4 we describe how our algorithm selects representatives of different bags. Section 2.5 is
devoted to Procedure Attach, which is a subroutine of our algorithm. The algorithm itself is described
in Section 2.6

2.1 Point Sets

In addition to the native point set Q̄(v), the algorithm will also maintain for each bag v three more
point sets: the base point set B(v), the kernel set K(v), and the point set Q(v). These sets will satisfy
B(v) ⊆ K(v) ⊆ Q(v). It will also hold that B(v) ⊆ Q̄(v). A bag v is called empty if Q(v) = ∅.

Algorithm LightSp processes the forest F bottom-up. In other words, it starts with processing bags
of F1, then it proceeds to processing bags of F2, and so on. At the last iteration the algorithm processes
bags of Fℓ. We refer to the processing of bags of Fj as j-level processing, for each index j ∈ [ℓ]. The
algorithm maintains the point sets B(v),K(v) and Q(v) of all bags v ∈ Fj during the j-level processing
in the following way. For a bag v ∈ F1, we set B(v) = K(v) = Q(v) = Q̄(v).

A non-empty (j − 1)-level bag z, j ∈ [2, ℓ] may get attached by the algorithm to some j-level bag v,
other than the parent π(z) of z in F . If this happens, we say that z is disintegrated from π(z), and also
that z is integrated into v. Denote by J (v) the bags z that were integrated into the bag v. They will
be referred to as the joining step-children (or shortly, step-children) of v. Denote also by S(v) the set of
surviving children of v, i.e., the non-empty bags z with v = π(z) that were not integrated into some other
j-level bag v′, v′ 6= v (v′ ∈ Fj). Let χ(v) = S(v) ∪ J (v) be the set of extended children of v. Observe
that χ(v) ⊆ Fj−1, and that all bags in χ(v) are non-empty.

Each bag z will be a step-child of at most one bag v. Also, for any bag v, each child u of v which is
not surviving is necessarily a step-child of some other bag v′ 6= v. (The bags v and v′ are of the same
level.) Hence, for each level j, the collection {Q(v) | v ∈ Fj} is a partition of Q.

The base point set B(v) (respectively, point set Q(v)) of a bag v ∈ Fj , j ∈ [2, ℓ] is defined as
the union of the base point sets (resp., point sets) of its surviving (resp., extended) children, i.e.,
B(v) =

⋃

z∈S(v)B(z), Q(v) =
⋃

z∈χ(v)Q(z). The kernel set K(v) of v is an intermediate set, in
the sense that B(v) ⊆ K(v) ⊆ Q(v). We will soon specify which of the points of Q(v) \B(v) are included
into K(v). Intuitively, all points of K(v) will always be “pretty close” to the base point set B(v), both
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in terms of the metric distance in M , and in terms of the hop-distance. They will be used to alleviate
the degree load from the points of B(v).

The algorithm will assign to every bag v a representative point r(v). As discussed in the introduction,
if one selects representatives only from the native point set Q̄(v), then large maximum degree of the
resulting spanner may be inevitable, regardless of the specific way in which representatives are selected.
This may happen, for example, if there is a point p which is far away in the path metric ML from
any other point of M , but close to many points of M in the original metric. This point may be the
only point in the point set of some bag v = v(0), as well as in the point sets of many of its ancestors
v(1) = π(v), v(2) = π(π(v)), . . . in F . In this case p will necessarily serve as a representative of all these
bags, and will accumulate a large degree. Instead, we will pick r(v) from the kernel set K(v).

The kernel set K(v) of a bag v ∈ Fj, j ∈ [2, ℓ] is defined as follows. The surviving point set Q′(v) and
surviving kernel set K ′(v) are given by Q′(v) =

⋃

z∈S(v)Q(z) and K ′(v) =
⋃

z∈S(v)K(z), respectively.

If |Q′(v)| ≥ ℓ then the kernel set of v is set to be equal to its surviving kernel, i.e., K(v) = K ′(v).
Otherwise (if |Q′(v)| < ℓ), we set K(v) = K ′(v) ∪

⋃

z∈J (v) K(z) =
⋃

z∈χ(v)K(z).

The intuition behind increasing the kernel set K(v) beyond its surviving kernel K ′(v) (i.e., setting
K(v) = K ′(v)∪

⋃

z∈J (v) K(z)) in the case that |Q′(v)| < ℓ is that in this case the surviving kernel is “too
small”. Hence one needs to insert into it more points to distribute the degree load.

In the complementary case (|Q′(v)| ≥ ℓ), the surviving kernel set K ′(v) also satisfies |K ′(v)| ≥ ℓ.
(See the proof of Lemma 2.2 below.) Thus we can distribute the load of the O(ℓ) auxiliary spanners that
Algorithm LightSp constructs among the points of K ′(v)(= K(v)) in such a way that no kernel point is
overloaded.

Definition 2.1 A bag v is called small if |Q(v)| < ℓ, and large otherwise.

The next lemma follows from these definitions.

Lemma 2.2 Fix an arbitrary index j ∈ [ℓ], and let v be a j-level bag. (1) If v is small, then K(v) = Q(v).
(2) If v is large, then |K(v)| ≥ ℓ.

Proof: We prove both assertions of the lemma by induction on j.
Basis: j = 1. In this case B(v) = K(v) = Q(v). Also, if v is large, then |K(v)| = |Q(v)| ≥ ℓ.
Induction Step: Assume the correctness of the statement for all smaller values of j, j ∈ [2, ℓ], and prove
it for j.

We start with proving the first assertion of the lemma, i.e., we assume that v is small and show that
K(v) = Q(v). Recall that Q(v) is given by Q(v) =

⋃

z∈χ(v) Q(z). Moreover, Q′(v) ⊆ Q(v), and thus

|Q′(v)| ≤ |Q(v)| < ℓ. By definition,

K(v) =
⋃

z∈χ(v)

K(z).

Observe that for every z ∈ χ(v), Q(z) ⊆ Q(v). Hence all bags z ∈ χ(v) are small as well. The first
assertion of the induction hypothesis implies that K(z) = Q(z), for each z ∈ χ(v). Hence K(v) = Q(v).

Next, we prove the second assertion of the lemma, i.e., we assume that v is large and show that
|K(v)| ≥ ℓ.

Suppose first that |Q′(v)| = |
⋃

z∈S(v)Q(z)| ≥ ℓ. In this case K(v) = K ′(v) =
⋃

z∈S(v)K(z). If one
of the surviving children z ∈ S(v) is large, then the second assertion of the induction hypothesis implies
that |K(z)| ≥ ℓ, and thus |K(v)| ≥ |K(z)| ≥ ℓ as well. Otherwise (all bags z ∈ S(v) are small), by the
first assertion of the induction hypothesis, K ′(v) =

⋃

z∈S(v)K(z) =
⋃

z∈S(v)Q(z) = Q′(v). Hence, in this

case |K(v)| ≥ |K ′(v)| = |Q′(v)| ≥ ℓ, as required.
We are now left with the case that |Q′(v)| < ℓ. Observe that Q′(v) =

⋃

z∈S(v)Q(z). Thus each
z ∈ S(v) is a small bag, which implies that Q(z) = K(z), for every bag z ∈ S(v). It follows that

K ′(v) =
⋃

z∈S(v)

K(z) =
⋃

z∈S(v)

Q(z) = Q′(v).
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If there exists a bag z ∈ J (v) such that |Q(z)| ≥ ℓ, then the second assertion of the induction
hypothesis yields |K(z)| ≥ ℓ, which implies that |K(v)| ≥ |K(z)| ≥ ℓ.

Otherwise, for all bags z ∈ J (v), |Q(z)| < ℓ. The first assertion of the induction hypothesis yields
K(z) = Q(z), for all bags z ∈ J (v), and thus

K(v) = K ′(v) ∪
⋃

z∈J (v)

K(z) = Q′(v) ∪
⋃

z∈J (v)

Q(z) = Q(v),

and so |K(v)| = |Q(v)| ≥ ℓ.

As mentioned above, for every index j ∈ [ℓ], Q =
⋃

v∈Fj
Q(v), and for any pair u, v of distinct j-level

bags, Q(u) ∩Q(v) = ∅. It can also be readily verified that Q(v) = ∅ iff B(v) = ∅.

2.2 The Base Edge Set

The algorithm will also maintain a set of edges B, which we call the base edge set of the spanner.
For each non-empty bag v ∈ F , the base edge set B will connect the base point set B(v) of v via a

simple path P (v). That is, if we denote the points of B(v) from left to right (w.r.t. the order relation
≺L) by p1, . . . , pk, then P (v) = (p1, . . . , pk). We will show that ∆(B) ≤ 2 and Ψ(B) = O(ℓ).

Fix an index j, j ∈ [ℓ]. For each non-empty bag v ∈ Fj , let x(v) (respectively, y(v)) denote the leftmost
(resp., rightmost) (with respect to ≺L) point in the base point set B(v) of v. The next observation, which
follows easily from the definition of B(v) (B(v) =

⋃

z∈S(v) B(z)), implies that the order relation ≺L can
be used in the obvious way to define a total order on the non-empty bags of Fj .

Observation 2.3 For any pair u, v of distinct non-empty bags in Fj , either x(u) �L y(u) ≺L x(v) �L

y(v) or x(v) �L y(v) ≺L x(u) �L y(u) must hold. With a slight abuse of notation, we will write u ≺L v
in the former case and v ≺L u in the latter.

We may henceforth assume without loss of generality that, for each bag v ∈ Fj , with j ≥ 2, its surviving
children c(1)(v), c(2)(v), . . . , c(h)(v) are ordered such that c(1)(v) ≺L c(2)(v) ≺L . . . ≺L c(h)(v).

Next, we turn to a more detailed description of the way that the base edge set B is constructed.
On the bottom-most level (j = 1), for each bag v ∈ F1, we order all points of B(v) = Q̄(v) from left

to right, according to their respective order in L. In other words, write B(v) = (p1, p2, . . . , p|B(v)|), where
p1 ≺L p2 ≺L . . . ≺L p|B(v)|. The (|B(v)| − 1) edges (p1, p2), . . . , (p|B(v)|−1, p|B(v)|) form the base edge set
B(v) of the bag v. The union B1 =

⋃

v∈F1
B(v) is the 1-level base edge set.

For j ≥ 2, the base edge set B(v) of a j-level bag v is formed in the following way. Recall that
c(1)(v), c(2)(v), . . . , c(h)(v) denote the surviving children of v from left to right (w.r.t. ≺L), and denote
by x(i)(v) (respectively, y(i)(v)) the left-most (resp., right-most) point in the base point set B(c(i)(v))
of c(i)(v), for each index i ∈ [h]. Then the base edge set B(v) of v will be the edge set B(v) =
{(y(1)(v), x(2)(v)), (y(2)(v), x(3)(v)), . . . , (y(h−1)(v), x(h)(v))}. Given the base edge sets of all j-level bags
v ∈ Fj , the j-level base edge set Bj is formed as their union, i.e., Bj =

⋃

v∈Fj
B(v). Finally, the base edge

set B is formed as the union B =
⋃ℓ

j=1 Bj. (See Figure 1 for an illustration.)

We also define the recursive base edge set B̂(v) of a j-level bag v in the following way. For j = 1,
B̂(v) = B(v). For j ∈ [2, ℓ], the recursive base edge set B̂(v) of v is defined as the union of the recursive
base edge sets B̂(c(1)(v)), . . . , B̂(c(h)(v)) of its surviving children c(1)(v), . . . , c(h)(v), respectively, union
with the base edge set B(v) of v. In other words, B̂(v) = B(v) ∪

⋃h
i=1 B̂(c

(i)(v)). The following lemma
follows from the construction by a straightforward induction.

Lemma 2.4 Fix an arbitrary index j ∈ [ℓ], and let v be an arbitrary non-empty j-level bag. Let B(v) =
(p1, . . . , p|B(v)|) be the base point set of v, ordered according to ≺L. (In other words, p1 ≺L p2 ≺L . . . ≺L

p|B(v)|.) Then the recursive base edge set B̂(v) is the edge set given by B̂(v) = {(p1, p2), . . . , (p|B(v)|−1, p|B(v)|)}.
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u1

x1 x4x2 x3 x5 x8x6 x7 x9 x12x10 x11

u2 u3

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6

Figure 1: In this example L = (x1, x2, . . . , x12). In level 1 there are 6 bags, v1, . . . , v6, with vi = (x2i−1, x2i),
for i ∈ [6]. In the forest F , ui is the parent of v2i−1 and v2i, for i ∈ [3]. In the forst F̂ , v4 ∈ J (u1)
(i.e., v4 is a joining child of u1), and v3 ∈ J (u3). The bag u2 becomes empty. The base edge sets are
B1 = {(x1, x2), (x3, x4), . . . , (x11, x12)} and B2 = {(x2, x3), (x10, x11)}.

Consider the path P (v) = ((p1, p2), . . . , (p|B(v)|−1, p|B(v)|)). By Lemma 2.4, the edge set of the path

P (v) is equal to the recursive base edge set B̂(v) of v.
For a point p and an index j ∈ [ℓ], we say that a bag v ∈ Fj (if exists) is the j-level base bag of p

if p ∈ B(v). Recall that for a pair u, v ∈ Fj of distinct bags, B(u) ∩ B(v) = ∅. Hence for any point p,
there is at most one j-level base bag. Moreover, for any point p there exists a 1-level base bag. However,
on subsequent levels the base bag of p may not exist; this happens when the base bag v of p becomes a
step-child of some other bag u different from its parent π(v) in F . In other words, for any point p, there
exists an index j = j(p) ∈ [ℓ] such that there exist i-level base bags for p, for all indices 1 ≤ i ≤ j, and
there are no i-level base bags for p, for all indices j + 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. We will say that the base bags of p in
iterations 1, . . . , j − 1 are surviving, and the base bag of p in iteration j is disappearing.

Next, we argue that the maximum degree ∆(B) of the base edge set B is at most 2, and that its
lightness Ψ(B) is O(ℓ).

We start with analyzing ∆(B). For each point p ∈ Q and any index j ∈ [ℓ], we say that a point q ∈ Q
is a left neighbor (respectively, right neighbor) of p in Bj if the edge (p, q) belongs to Bj and q ≺L p (resp.,
p ≺L q). In addition, we will say that q is a left neighbor (respectively, right neighbor) of p in B, if there
exists an index j ∈ [ℓ], such that q is is a left neighbor (resp., right neighbor) of p in Bj . The left degree
(resp., right degree) of p in B, denoted leftdegB(p) (resp., rightdegB(p)) is the number of left neighbors
(resp., right neighbors) q of p in B.

Next, we argue that for every point p ∈ Q, rightdegB(p) ≤ 1. Symmetrically, it also holds that
leftdegB(p) ≤ 1. We will conclude that degB(p) = leftdegB(p) + rightdegB(p) ≤ 2, and thus ∆(B) ≤ 2.

Lemma 2.5 For every point p ∈ Q, rightdegB(p) ≤ 1.

Proof: Suppose first that p is not the rightmost point of a base point set B(v), for some 1-level bag
v ∈ F1. Denote by p′ the right neighbor of p in B1. In this case, by construction, for every bag v ∈ F
such that p ∈ B(v), it also holds that p′ ∈ B(v). Therefore, p will not be the rightmost point of B(v),
for any bag v ∈ F . Hence p will not have any right neighbor in

⋃ℓ
j=2 Bj, and so rightdegB(p) = 1.

Suppose now that p is the right-most point of a base point set B(v), for a 1-level bag v ∈ F1. Let
h, h ∈ [ℓ], denote the maximum level such that p is the right-most point of a base point set B(v), for an
h-level bag v ∈ Fh. By construction, p will not have any right neighbor in

⋃h
j=1 Bj. Denote by vi ∈ F the

base bag of p on level i (if exists), for each index i ∈ [ℓ]. (In other words, p ∈ B(vi), for each index i as
above.) Recall that there exists an index j ∈ [ℓ] such that the bags v1, v2, . . . , vj−1 are surviving, but the
bag vj is disappearing. It holds, however, that h ≤ j. If the bag vh is disappearing (i.e., if h = j), then
the point p acquires no right degree on levels h + 1, h + 2, . . . , ℓ. Hence, in this case rightdegB(p) = 0.
Otherwise the point p acquires exactly one right neighbor on level h+1. From that moment on, however,
p will no longer be the rightmost point of the base point sets B(vi) of its host bags. Hence it acquires no
additional right neighbors on subsequent levels. In this case rightdegB(p) = 1.

Corollary 2.6 ∆(B) ≤ 2 and |B| ≤ n.
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Observe that the base edge set B is a collection of vertex-disjoint paths. Next we analyze its lightness
Ψ(B).

Lemma 2.7 Fix an arbitrary index j ∈ [ℓ], and let e = (p, q), e′ = (p′, q′) be a pair of distinct edges
in the j-level base edge set Bj , such that p ≺L q and p′ ≺L q′. Then either p ≺L q ≺L p′ ≺L q′ or
p′ ≺L q′ ≺L p ≺L q must hold.

Proof: Suppose first that e and e′ belong to the base edge set B(v) of the same j-level bag v, and write
B(v) = {(y(1)(v), x(2)(v)), (y(2)(v), x(3)(v)), . . . , (y(h−1)(v), x(h)(v))}. In this case e = (y(i)(v), x(i+1)(v))
and e′ = (y(i

′)(v), x(i
′+1)(v)), for two distinct indices i, i′ ∈ [h−1]. By Observation 2.3, y(i)(v) ≺L x(i+1)(v)

and y(i
′)(v) ≺L x(i

′+1)(v), which implies that p = y(i)(v), q = x(i+1)(v), p′ = y(i
′)(v), q′ = x(i

′+1)(v).
Applying Observation 2.3 again, we get that q ≺L p′ holds in the case i < i′, whereas q′ ≺L p holds in
the complementary case i′ < i. Thus either p ≺L q ≺L p′ ≺L q′ or p′ ≺L q′ ≺L p ≺L q must hold.

Otherwise, e belongs to some base edge set B(v) and e′ belong to another base edge set B(w), where
v and w are two distinct bags in Fj . By construction, both endpoints p and q of e (respectively, p′ and
q′ of e′) belong to the base point set B(v) of v (resp., B(w) of w). By Observation 2.3, we get that
q ≺L p′ holds in the case v ≺L w, whereas q′ ≺L p holds in the complementary case w ≺L v. Thus either
p ≺L q ≺L p′ ≺L q′ or p′ ≺L q′ ≺L p ≺L q must hold, and we are done.

Lemma 2.7 and the triangle inequality imply that the weight ω(Bj) of the j-level base edge set
Bj is bounded above by the weight L = ω(L) = O(ω(MST (M [Q]))) of the Hamiltonian path L, for

each index j ∈ [ℓ]. We conclude that the weight ω(B) of the base edge set B =
⋃ℓ

j=1Bj satisfies

ω(B) = ω(
⋃ℓ

j=1 Bj) ≤
∑ℓ

j=1 ω(Bj) ≤ ℓ ·O(ω(MST (M [Q]))) = O(ℓ) · ω(MST (M [Q])).

Corollary 2.8 Ψ(B) = O(ℓ).

Remark In the most general case (i.e., if the metric is not low-dimensional Euclidean or doubling),
ω(L) ≤ 2 · t · ω(MST (M [Q])), and so Ψ(B) = O(ℓ · t).

2.3 Zombies and Incubators

Algorithm LightSp starts with computing the path-spanner H and the base edge set B. Next, it invokes
Algorithm BasicSp to build a t-spanner G′

0 = (Q0, E
′
0) for the sub-metric M [Q0] of M induced by

Q = Q0. Define Ẽ0 to be the edge set obtained by pruning E′
0, i.e., removing all edges of weight greater

than the 0-level threshold τ0. The corresponding graph G̃0 = (Q0, Ẽ0) is called the 0-level auxiliary
spanner. In a similar way (see Section 2.6 for the details), the algorithm builds an auxiliary j-level
spanner G̃j , for each j ∈ [ℓ]. The spanner G̃j is a graph over the set of representatives of j-level bags,
i.e., bags from Fj. The representatives are determined according to rules that will be specified in Section

2.4. The union B ∪H ∪
⋃ℓ

j=0 G̃j is the ultimate spanner G̃ = (Q, Ẽ) that Algorithm LightSp returns.
As discussed above, during the algorithm a j-level bag z may get integrated into a (j + 1)-level bag

v, v 6= π(z). We now take a closer look on the process of integration.
Each bag v ∈ F may hold a label of exactly one of two types, a zombie and an incubator. Initially,

all bags are unlabeled. As Algorithm LightSp proceeds, some bags may be assigned with labels.
It may happen that an i-level bag v is abandoned by its parent π(v), and is attached to an i-level

bag u. It must hold that π(v) 6= π(u). We also say that v is adopted by π(u) ∈ Fi+1. We denote the
attachment of v to u by A(u, v). We also call it an adoption of v by π(u). However, the attachment and
adoption come with a suspension period, henceforth, incubation period. Specifically, there is a positive
integer constant γ, to which we refer to as the window, which determines the length of the incubation
period. The (i + γ − 1)-level ancestor v′ of v will actually be disintegrated from its parent π(v′), and
integrated into the (i+ γ)-level ancestor u′ of u. This bag is referred to as the actual adopter. It will be
shown later (see Corollary 3.4 in Section 3.1) that adoption rules (which we still did not finish to specify)
imply that π(v′) 6= u′. We remark that adoptions occur only for i ≤ ℓ− γ. The sets B(u′),K(u′), Q(u′)
and B(π(v′)),K(π(v′)), Q(π(v′)) are computed according to the rules specified in Section 2.1.
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The γ − 1 immediate ancestors of v = v(0), namely, the bags v(1) = π(v), v(2) = π(v(1)), . . . , v(γ−1) =
π(v(γ−2)) = v′, change their status as a a result of this attachment. They will be now labeled as zombies.
The bag v′ is called a disappearing zombie, because it gets integrated into u′ rather than into its original
parent π(v′). We will refer to v as an attached bag. Similarly, the γ − 1 immediate ancestors of u = u(0),
namely, the bags u(1) = π(u), u(2) = π(u(1)), . . . , u(γ−1) = π(u(γ−2)), change their status as well. The
bags u(1), u(2), . . . , u(γ−1) will be labeled as incubators. The (i+γ)-level bag u′ = u(γ) is not labeled as an
incubator. This bag is called the actual adopter. We remark that the same bag may become an adopter
(and incubator) of several different descendants. Note also that, since i ≥ 1, for a j-level bag u′ ∈ Fj to
be an actual adopter, it must hold that j = i+ γ ≥ γ + 1. The i-level bag u = u(0) will be referred to
as the initiator of the attachment A(u, v). (See Figure 2 for an illustration.)

v = v
(0) ∈ Fi u = u

(0) ∈ Fi

attached bag initiator

v
(1) = π(v) ∈ Fi+1

u
(1) = π(u) ∈ Fi+1

v
′ = v

(γ−1) ∈ Fi+(γ−1)

v
(γ) = π(v′) ∈ Fi+γ

u
(γ−1) ∈ Fi+(γ−1)

u
′ = u

(γ) ∈ Fi+γ

actual adopter

disappearing zombie

adopted

attached

incubators

integrated

zombies

disintegrated

Figure 2: An illustration of an attachment A(u, v).

2.4 Representatives

In this section we specify how Algorithm LightSp selects representatives for bags.
For a point p ∈ Q and an index j ∈ [ℓ], denote by vj(p) the j-level host bag of p, i.e., the unique bag

vj(p) that satisfies p ∈ Q(vj(p)), vj(p) ∈ Fj. (Recall that {Q(v) | v ∈ Fj} is a partition of Q, for every
index j ∈ [ℓ].)

The algorithm maintains a few load indicators and counters for every point p ∈ Q. For each index
j ∈ [ℓ], the load indicator loadj(p) is equal to 1 if the point p is not isolated (i.e., it has at least one
neighbor) in the j-level auxiliary spanner G̃j . Otherwise, loadj(p) is set to 0. The load counter load ctrj(p)

is defined by load ctrj(p) =
∑j

i=1 loadi(p). Algorithm LightSp also maintains three more refined load
counters for every point p. Specifically, the small counter ctrj(p) (respectively, large counter CTRj(p))
is the number of indices i, 1 ≤ i ≤ j, such that the point p is not isolated in G̃i and its host bag vi(p)
is small (resp., large). (See definition 2.1.) Note that load ctrj(p) = ctrj(p) + CTRj(p). The algorithm
also counts the number of indices i, 1 ≤ i ≤ j, such that the point p is not isolated in G̃i and its host
bag vi(p) satisfies Q(vi(p)) = {p}. This counter is referred to as the single counter of p, and is denoted
single ctrj(p). It also maintains the complementary counter plain ctrj(p) = ctrj(p) − single ctrj(p),
which is referred to as the plain counter of p. (For convenience, all counters with index 0 are set as 0,
i.e., CTR0(p) = ctr0(p) = plain ctr0(p) = single ctr0(p) = 0.)

A point p ∈ Q may have edges incident on it in the j-level auxiliary spanner G̃j only if it is a
representative of a j-level bag v ∈ Fj . Hence we generally make an effort to select a representative with
as small counter as possible. The specific way in which Algorithm LightSp selects representatives at the
beginning of the j-level processing, j ∈ [ℓ], is the following one.
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The representative r(v) of a non-empty 1-level bag v ∈ F1 is selected arbitrarily from K(v) = Q(v).
Next, consider a non-empty j-level bag, j ∈ [2, ℓ]. The bag v is said to be a growing bag if |χ(v)| ≥ 2,
i.e., if v is obtained as a result of an integration of two or more non-empty (j − 1)-level bags. Otherwise,
the bag v is called stagnating. If v is a stagnating bag, then necessarily J (v) = ∅, and |S(v)| = 1. (See
the paragraph between Lemma 3.1 and Claim 3.2.)

If v is large (i.e., |Q(v)| ≥ ℓ) then Algorithm LightSp appoints a point p ∈ K(v) with the smallest
large counter CTRj−1(p) as its representative r(v).

If v is small (i.e., 1 ≤ |Q(v)| < ℓ) then the algorithm checks whether it is a growing bag or a stagnating
one. If v is a stagnating bag then S(v) = {w}, for some (j − 1)-level bag w. In this case Algorithm
LightSp sets the representative r(v) of v to be equal to the representative r(w) of w, i.e., r(v) = r(w).
Otherwise, v is a growing small bag. In this case Algorithm LightSp appoints a point p ∈ K(v) with the
smallest plain counter plain ctrj−1(p) as its representative r(v).

2.5 Procedure Attach

In this section we present a simple graph procedure, called Procedure Attach, which will be used as a
building block in the j-level processing (see Section 2.6). It accepts as input an n-vertex graph G = (V,E),
whose vertices are labeled by either safe or risky. The procedure returns a star forest, i.e., a collection Γ
of vertex disjoint stars, that satisfies the following two conditions.

1.
⋃

S∈Γ V (S) contains the set R ⊆ V of vertices which are not isolated5 in G, and labeled as risky.

2. Each star S ∈ Γ contains a center s ∈ V labeled as either safe or risky, and one or more leaves
z1, . . . , zk ∈ V labeled as risky. The edge set E(S) of a star S is given by E(S) = {(zi, s) | i ∈ [k]}.

Intuitively, Procedure Attach attaches each risky vertex to some other vertex. Each star of Γ will
eventually be merged into a single super-vertex in a certain supergraph in our algorithm. This will be,
roughly speaking, our way to ”get rid” of risky vertices.

Procedure Attach starts with forming the attachment digraph G as follows: for every vertex z ∈ R,
we pick an arbitrary neighbor x ∈ V of z in G, and insert the arc 〈z, x〉 into G.

It is easy to see that each vertex z ∈ R has out-degree one in G, and each vertex s ∈ V \ R (in
particular, each vertex labeled as safe) has out-degree zero in G.

Procedure Attach proceeds in two stages. The first stage is carried out iteratively. At each iteration
the procedure picks an arbitrary non-isolated vertex z in the attachment digraph G with in-degree zero,
and handles it as follows. Since z is non-isolated, it must have an outgoing neighbor s; thus z must be
labeled as risky. The procedure removes the edge 〈z, s〉 from G.

Next, suppose that s is the center of some existing star S′ in Γ. In this case the procedure adds the
vertex z as well as the recently removed edge 〈z, s〉 into the star S′. The vertex z is designated as a leaf
of S′.

Otherwise, s does not belong yet to any star in Γ. In this case the procedure forms a new star S and
adds it to Γ. It then adds the vertices z and s as well as the recently removed edge 〈z, s〉 into S. The
vertex s is designated as the center of S and the vertex z is designated as a leaf of S. Moreover, if s
has an outgoing neighbor s′ in G, the procedure removes the edge 〈s, s′〉 from G. (By removing the edge
〈s, s′〉 from G, we guarantee that s will not be added to any other star in subsequent iterations.)

The first stage terminates when all the non-isolated vertices in G have in-degree at least one. Let
V ′ be the set of non-isolated vertices in G at the end of the first stage, and denote by G′ = G[V ′] the
subgraph of G induced by the vertex set V ′. Denote by E′ the edge set of G′. If E′ is empty, then the
procedure Attach terminates. Otherwise, the second stage of the procedure starts.

5A vertex v in a (possibly directed) graph G is called isolated if its degree in the graph is equal to 0, i.e., degG(v) = 0.
In a directed graph, degG(v) = indegG(v) + outdegG(v), where indegG(v) (respectively, outdegG(v)) stands for the indegree
(resp., outdegree) of v in G.
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Notice that all vertices of G′ have in-degree at least one, and so |E′| ≥ |V ′|. Also, the out-degree of
each vertex in G′ is at most one, and so |E′| = |V ′|. It follows that both the in-degree and the out-degree
of each vertex of G′ must be equal to one. This, in turn, means that all the vertices of G′ are labeled
as risky (i.e., V ′ ⊆ R). Moreover, the graph G′ is comprised of a collection C of directed vertex disjoint
cycles. Consider a cycle C = (v0, . . . , vg−1, vg = v0) ∈ C, for some positive integer g ≥ 2. If g is even
then the procedure forms g

2 stars {〈v0, v1〉}, . . . , {〈vg−2, vg−1〉}, each containing a single arc. Otherwise (if

g is odd), the procedure forms g−1
2 stars {〈v0, v1〉}, . . . , {〈vg−3, vg−2〉, 〈vg−1, vg−2〉}. (Each of these stars

except for the last one contains one arc, and the last contains two arcs. Note that the orientation of the
arc 〈vg−2, vg−1〉 gets inverted.) In both cases each of these ⌊g2⌋ stars is added to Γ.

This completes the description of the procedure Attach.
It is easy to verify that the graph Γ constructed by the procedure Attach is a star forest that satisfies

the two conditions listed above. Also, it is straightforward to implement this procedure in time O(|V |).

Corollary 2.9 Procedure Attach, given a graph G = (V,E) whose vertices are labeled by either safe or
risky, produces a star forest that satisfies conditions 1 and 2 above (listed in the beginning of this section).
The running time of this procedure is O(|V |).

2.6 j-level processing

The routine that performs j-level processing (henceforth, Procedure Processj), for j ∈ [ℓ], accepts as
input the forest ĉF that was processed by Process1, P rocess2, . . . , P rocessj−1. For each j-level bag w
(i.e., w ∈ Fj), Procedure Processj accepts as input the sets B(w),K(w) and Q(w). Also, for each bag
w ∈ Fj , the procedure accepts as input its representative r(w) ∈ K(w) ⊆ Q. It is also known to the
procedure if this bag is (labeled as) a zombie, a disappearing zombie, or an incubator.

Denote by Qj = {r(w) | w ∈ Fj , Q(w) 6= ∅} the set of representatives of the non-empty j-level bags.

Observe that |Qj | ≤ min{n, nj} = min
{

n, c·n
ρj−1

}

.

Procedure Processj consists of three parts. Part I of Procedure Processj invokes Algorithm BasicSp
for the metric M [Qj ]. The algorithm constructs a t-spanner G′

j = (Qj , E
′
j). It then prunes G′

j , i.e., it
removes from it all edges e with ω(e) > τj. Denote the resulting pruned graph G∗

j = (Qj , E
∗
j ). The edge

set E∗
j is inserted into the spanner G̃. This completes the description of Part I of Procedure Processj.

While the spanner G′
j is connected, some points of Qj may be isolated in G∗

j . Denote by Q∗
j the

subset of Qj of all points q ∈ Qj which are not isolated in G∗
j .

If j ≤ ℓ − γ then Procedure Processj enters Part II, which is the main ingredient of Procedure
Processj. (Otherwise, Part II is skipped.) We need to introduce some more definitions before proceeding.

A bag v is called useless if it is either empty or a zombie. Otherwise it is called useful.
For a bag v ∈ Fi, i ≤ ℓ− γ, its (i+ γ)-level ancestor v(γ) is called the cage-ancestor of v. The set of

all i-level descendants of v(γ), denoted C(v), is called the cage of v. If v is the only useful bag in its cage,
it is called a lonely bag; otherwise it is called a crowded bag.

A non-empty bag v is called safe if it satisfies at least one of the following four conditions: (1) v is
large, (2) v is crowded, (3) v is an incubator, (4) v is a zombie. Otherwise v is called risky. Note that
for v to be risky it must be small (i.e., |Q(v)| < ℓ), lonely, and neither an incubator nor a zombie. A
representative r(v) of a safe (respectively, risky; useful; zombie) bag v is called safe (resp., risky ; useful ;
zombie) as well.

Intuitively, for a safe bag v there is no danger that one of the points p ∈ Q(v) will become overloaded,
i.e., that its degree in the spanner will be too large. Indeed, if v is a large bag, then it contains many
points which can share the load. If v is a crowded bag or an incubator or a zombie, then it will soon be
merged with at least one other non-empty bag u, and through this merge it will acquire additional points
that can participate in sharing the load. If v is a crowded bag, then u is a bag that belongs to v’s cage.
Otherwise v is an incubator or a zombie. In this case u does not belong to v’s cage. However, in either
case any point in Q(v) is quite close to any point in Q(u) in the original metric M , and they will stay
close in the spanner.
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Part II of Procedure Processj starts with marking each bag w ∈ Fj (and its representative r(w))
as either useful or useless, and as either safe or risky. Denote by Q̂j the subset of Q∗

j which contains

only useful representatives. (Note that Q̂j contains all points of Q∗
j , except for zombie representatives.)

Then it invokes Algorithm BasicSp, this time with input M [Q̂j ]. As a result, a graph Ǧj = (Q̂j , Ěj)
is constructed. Next, it prunes Ǧj , i.e., it removes from it all edges e with ω(e) > τj . Denote by
Ĝj = (Q̂j , Êj) the resulting pruned graph. The edge set Êj is also inserted into the output spanner
G̃. Let the j-level auxiliary spanner G̃j = (Qj , Ẽj) denote the graph obtained as a union of the graphs
G∗

j = (Qj , E
∗
j ) and Ĝj = (Q̂j , Êj). (In case j > ℓ− γ, we take the j-level auxiliary spanner G̃j to be G∗

j .)
See Figure 3 for an illustration.

Qj

Q∗

j

Q̂j

Figure 3: Subsets of Qj which are used during the j-level processing. Q∗
j is the subset of Qj of points with

positive degree in G∗
j , and Q̂j is the subset of Q∗

j of non-zombie representatives.

Next, Part II of Procedure Processj constructs the (j-level) attachment graph Gj = (Q̂j, Ej) in the
following way. It inserts into Ej all edges of Êj , and also the edges of E∗

j restricted to the point set Q̂j .

In other words, Ej = Êj ∪ E∗
j (Q̂j). Note that all vertices of Gj are labeled as either safe or risky.

Part II of Procedure Processj now invokes ProcedureAttach on the graphGj = (Q̂j , Ej). By Corollary
2.9 (see Section 2.5) this procedure returns a star forest Γj that satisfies that Rj ⊆

⋃

S∈Γj
V (S), where

Rj ⊆ Q̂j is the set of all risky points in Q̂j, which are not isolated in Gj . Also, each star S ∈ Γj is
centered at a center s ∈ Q̂j , which is either safe or risky. The star S also contains one or more leaves
q1, . . . , qk ∈ Q̂j , k ≥ 1, which are all risky.

Next, Part II of Procedure Processj performs adoptions. Specifically, for each star S ∈ Γj with center
s and leaves q1, . . . , qk, the host bags v(q1), . . . , v(qk) of q1, . . . , qk, respectively, are attached to the host
bag v(s) of s. As a result the parent bag π(v(s)) = v(1)(s) of v(s) adopts the bags v(q1), . . . , v(qk). In
other words, γ − 1 of the immediate ancestors of v(s) (in F) v(1)(s) = π(v(s)), . . . , v(γ−1)(s) are labeled
as incubators, and for each i ∈ [k], γ− 1 of the immediate ancestors of v(qi) (in F) v(1)(qi), . . . , v

(γ−1)(qi)
are labeled as zombies. Note that v(γ−1)(qi) is a disappearing zombie, and v(γ)(s) is the actual adopter.
We say that v(s) performs k attachments A(v(s), v(q1)),A(v(s), v(q2)), . . . ,A(v(s), v(qk)). The bag v(s)
is the initiator of all these k attachments. The edges {(s, qi) | i ∈ [k]} that connect the center s of the star
S with the leaves qi of S, i ∈ [k], belong to the attachment graph Gj = (Q̂j , Ej), and they are inserted
into the auxiliary spanner G̃j , and consequently, into the spanner G̃. For each i ∈ [k], we say that the
spanner edge (s, qi) = (r(v(s)), r(v(qi))) is a representing edge of the attachment A(v(s), v(qi)). This
completes the description of Part II of Procedure Processj.

Next, if j ∈ [ℓ− 1], Procedure Processj moves to the Part III of Procedure Processj. (If j = ℓ, part
III is skipped.) Specifically, it computes the sets S(v) and J (v) of surviving children and joining step-
children, respectively, for every bag v ∈ Fj+1. This is done according to the set of adoptions which were
computed in previous levels. In particular, a child w of v which is integrated into some other (j+1)-level
vertex u, u 6= v, is excluded from S(v). Such a bag w is a disappearing zombie, and a step-child of u.
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Similarly, a bag z ∈ Fj with π(z) 6= v, which is a step-child of v (i.e., it is integrated into v), joins the set
J (v). Given the sets S(v) and J (v), Procedure Processj computes the sets B(v),K(v), Q(v), and the
representative r(v) of v. This completes the description of Part III (the last part) of Procedure Processj.

Observe that for j ∈ [ℓ − γ], all three parts of Procedure Processj are executed. Also, for j ∈
[ℓ− γ+1, ℓ− 1], just Parts I and III of Procedure Processj are executed, and Part II is skipped. Finally,
Procedure Processℓ (i.e., the ℓ-level processing) executes just Part I, and skips Parts II and III.

3 Analysis

This section is devoted to the analysis of the spanner G̃ constructed by Algorithm LightSp.
Section 3.1 focuses on properties of zombies and incubators. In Section 3.2 we analyze the number

of edges and lightness of our spanners, as well as the running time of our algorithm. In Section 3.3 we
analyze the stretch and diameter of our spanners, and in Section 3.4 we study their degree.

The suspension window γ is set as γ = c0 · (⌈logρ t⌉+ ⌈logρ c⌉+1), for a sufficiently large constant c0.
(Note that c = Θ(t/ǫ), hence γ = Θ(logρ(t/ǫ)).)

3.1 Zombies and Incubators

In this section we prove a few basic properties of labels (zombies and incubators) used in our algorithm.
We say that a j-level bag v is an attached bag if it is unlabeled, and is adopted during the execution of

(part II of) Procedure Processj. Observe that an attached bag v must be lonely, i.e., the cage C(v) does
not contain any useful bags. In other words, all the non-empty bags in that cage are labeled as zombies.

When Procedure Processj creates an attached bag v, it labels γ − 1 of its immediate ancestors in F
as zombies. We remark, however, that Procedure Processj does not label v itself as a zombie. Moreover,
for v to become an attached bag, it must be unlabeled at the beginning of the j-level processing. (Recall
that the only possible labels are “incubator” and “zombie”. On the other hand, a bag labeled as an
incubator or a zombie is safe, and therefore will not be attached.) Hence an attached bag v is never
labeled by the algorithm. Thus for any zombie, there is (at least one) path in F of hop-distance at most
γ−1 leading down to an attached bag. (It will be shown in Lemma 3.3 that there exists exactly one such
path.)

Lemma 3.1 Fix an arbitrary index j ∈ [ℓ], and let v be a non-empty j-level bag. Then:
(1) If v is not labeled as a zombie, then there is a path Υv of non-empty bags which are not labeled as
zombies, leading down from v to some 1-level bag in F .
(2) v cannot be labeled as both a zombie and an incubator.

Remark: The second assertion of this lemma implies that the distinction between useful and useless
bags is well-defined.
Proof: The proof of both assertions of the lemma is by induction on j. The basis j = 1 is trivial.
Induction Step: Assume the correctness for all smaller values of j, j ≥ 2, and prove it for j.

First, we prove the first assertion. Let v be a non-empty j-level bag which is not labeled as a zombie.
Suppose for contradiction that all non-empty children of v in F are labeled as zombies. Since v is

not labeled as a zombie, it follows that all its zombie children are, in fact, disappearing zombies. By
construction, these disappearing zombies become step-children of other j-level bags u, u 6= v. Moreover,
by the second assertion of the induction hypothesis, none of these disappearing zombies can be labeled
as an incubator. Hence, by construction, v cannot be a step-parent of any (j − 1)-level bag. It follows
that v is empty, a contradiction.

Therefore, there must be a non-empty child z of v that is not labeled as a zombie. By the first
assertion of the induction hypothesis, there is a path Υz = (z = v1, . . . , vk), k ≥ 1, of non-empty bags
which are not labeled as zombies, leading down from z to some 1-level bag vk in F . The path Υv =
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(v = v0, z = v1, . . . , vk) = (v) ◦Υz obtained by concatenating the singleton path (v) with Υz satisfies the
conditions of the first assertion of the lemma.

Next, we prove the second assertion. Suppose that v is labeled as a zombie, and consider any path
that leads down to a j′-level attached bag v′. Note that v′ is a lonely bag, hence all the non-empty j′-level
bags in the cage C(v′) are useless (i.e., they are all labeled as zombies).

Suppose for contradiction that v has a non-empty child z that is not labeled as a zombie. Consider
the path Υz that is guaranteed by the first assertion of the induction hypothesis. This path contains
a j′-level non-empty bag z′ which is not labeled as a zombie. However, z′ belongs to C(v′), yielding a
contradiction. See Figure 4 for an illustration. Therefore, all the non-empty children of v must be labeled

z ∈ Fj−1

z
′ ∈ Fj′v

′ ∈ Fj′

lonely

C(v′)
v ∈ Fj

v
′(γ)

Figure 4: z and z′ are not zombies, and v′, z′ ∈ C(v′). Hence v′ is not lonely, a contradiction.

as zombies, and by the induction hypothesis, they cannot be labeled as incubators. By construction
(by the label assignment rules), no child u of v may become the initiator of any attachment (since an
attachment initiator cannot be labeled as a zombie). Thus, v cannot be labeled as an incubator, and we
are done.

Consider a stagnating bag v. If S(v) = ∅, then all its children are disappearing zombies, and thus, by
Lemma 3.1, none of them is an incubator. Hence v is not an actual adopter, i.e., J (v) = ∅ as well. This
contradicts the assumption that v is a stagnating bag (i.e., |χ(v)| = 1). Therefore, if v is a stagnating
bag then |S(v)| = 1,J (v) = ∅.

We use the next claim to prove Lemma 3.3.

Claim 3.2 Fix an arbitrary index j ∈ [ℓ], and let v be a non-empty j-level bag. Then there is a useful
(j − γ + 1)-level descendant u for v in F .

Proof: First, we argue that v has a useful j′-level descendant v′ in F , for some index j− γ+1 ≤ j′ ≤ j.
If v is useful, then we can simply take v′ = v, j′ = j. We henceforth assume that v is a zombie, and
consider the path leading down to an attached j′-level bag v′. Since the hop-distance of this path is at
most γ − 1, it follows that j′ ≥ j − γ + 1. Also, by construction, to become an attached bag the bag v′

must be useful, as required. Consequently, Lemma 3.1 implies that there is a path Υv′ of useful bags,
leading down from v′ to some 1-level bag in F . The claim follows.

In the next lemma we show that a zombie cannot have “brothers” or “step-brothers”.

Lemma 3.3 Fix an arbitrary index j ∈ [ℓ−1], and let v be a non-empty (j+1)-level bag. If v has a zombie
child z, then all its other children are empty and it has no step-children, i.e., S(v) = {z},J (v) = ∅.

Proof: Suppose for contradiction that v has a non-empty child u in addition to its zombie child z. Both
z and u are j-level bags. Set j′ = j − γ + 1. Let z′ (respectively, u′) be a useful j′-level descendant
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of z (resp., u) in F that is guaranteed by Claim 3.2. Observe that the cage-ancestor of z′ and u′ is v,
and so z′ and u′ belong to the same cage C(z′) = C(u′). It follows that z′ and u′ are not lonely, and so
they are safe and do not become attached bags during the j′-level processing. More generally, note that
the least common ancestor of z′ and u′ in F is v. Hence, for each index i = j′, j′ + 1, . . . , j, the i-level
ancestors of z′ and u′ in F belong to the same cage, and so they are safe and do not become attached
bags. Any other useful i-level descendant of v is not lonely, and thus it is safe as well, for each index
i = j′, j′ + 1, . . . , j, hence it does not become an attached bag. It follows that the j-level ancestor z of z′

in F will not become a zombie, a contradiction.
For the bag v to have a step-child, at least one of the children of v in F must be an incubator. However,

we have showed that all children of v besides the zombie z are empty. Hence S(v) = {z},J (v) = ∅.

Lemma 3.3 implies the following corollary.

Corollary 3.4 Fix an arbitrary index j ∈ [ℓ − 1], and let v be a (non-empty) j-level bag which is a
disappearing zombie. Then the parent π(v) of v in F is empty, and therefore is different than its step-
parent v′ (in other words, the bag that adopts v), i.e., π(v) 6= v′.

Let w be a bag, and w′ be an ancestor of w in F . We say that w and w′ are identical bags if
Q(w) = Q(w′).

Lemma 3.5 Let w ∈ Fj be a disappearing zombie. (Hence j ≥ γ.) Then there exists a unique useful
descendant w̃ ∈ Fj−(γ−1) of w, and it is an attached bag. The disappearing zombie w = w̃(γ−1) is identical

to the attached bag w̃ = w̃(0). More generally, each of the γ zombie bags w̃(i) ∈ Fj−(γ−1)+i along the path

between w̃ = w̃(0) and w = w̃(γ−1), i ∈ [0, γ− 1], is identical to w̃ = w̃(0). (All these γ bags are identical.)

Proof: Since w is a disappearing zombie, there exists an attached bag w̃ ∈ Fj−(γ−1), such that w =

w̃(γ−1), i.e., w̃ is a (j − (γ − 1))-level descendant of w in F . For the bag w̃ to become an attached bag,
it must be risky, and therefore lonely in its cage C(w̃). Hence all other (j − (γ − 1))-level descendants of
w̃(γ) = π(w) (and therefore, of w) are useless.

Next, we prove by induction on the index i, i ∈ [0, γ−1], that each bag w̃(i) is identical to the attached
bag w̃ = w̃(0). The basis i = 0 is obvious, as w̃ is identical to itself.
Induction Step: Assume the correctness of the statement for all smaller values of i, i ≥ 1, and prove it for
i. By the induction hypothesis, the bag w̃(i−1) is identical to w̃, i.e., Q(w̃(i−1)) = Q(w̃). Also, since the
bag w̃(i−1) is a zombie child of w̃(i), Lemma 3.3 yields S(w̃(i)) = {w̃(i−1)},J (w̃(i)) = ∅. By construction,

Q(w̃(i)) =
⋃

z∈(S(w̃(i))∪J (w̃(i)))

Q(z) = Q(w̃(i−1)) = Q(w̃).

We conclude that the bags w̃(i) and w̃ are identical.

For a disappearing zombie w ∈ Fj , j ≥ γ, and an index i, such that j − (γ − 1) ≤ i ≤ j, we refer to the
i-level descendant of w (which is, by Lemma 3.5, identical to w) as the i-level copy of w. We also call it
the i-level copy of w̃, where w̃ ∈ Fj−(γ−1) is the unique non-empty (j − (γ − 1))-level descendant of w.

3.2 Number of Edges, Weight, and Running Time

In this section we analyze the number of edges, weight and running time, of the spanner G̃ = (Q, Ẽ)
computed by Algorithm LightSp.

3.2.1 Auxiliary Statements

We start with providing a few auxiliary lemmas. They will be used in the analysis of the number of
edges, weight and running time of our construction. (See the beginning of Section 2 for the definitions of
nj, τj , c, ℓ, ρ and L.)
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Observation 3.6 Let f be a monotone non-decreasing convex function that vanishes at zero, and let
n′
1, n

′
2, . . . , n

′
ℓ be a sequence of positive numbers that satisfy that n′

j ≤ min{n, nj}, for each index j ∈ [ℓ].
Then for each index j ∈ [ℓ], f(n′

j) ≤
c

ρj−1 · f(n). Moreover, for each index 1 ≤ j < logρ c + 1, f(n′
j) ≤

f(n) < c
ρj−1 · f(n).

Proof: Suppose first that 1 ≤ j < logρ c+ 1; in this case, we have c
ρj−1 > 1, and so n < c·n

ρj−1 . It follows

that n′
j ≤ n, which yields f(n′

j) ≤ f(n) < c
ρj−1 · f(n). We henceforth assume that logρ c+ 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ.

In this case, we have c
ρj−1 ≤ 1, and so n ≥ c·n

ρj−1 . It follows that n′
j ≤ nj =

c·n
ρj−1 . Also, the assumptions

about f imply that f( c·n
ρj−1 ) ≤

c
ρj−1 · f(n). We conclude that f(n′

j) ≤ f( c·n
ρj−1 ) ≤

c
ρj−1 · f(n).

Observation 3.6 implies the following corollary.

Corollary 3.7 For any monotone non-decreasing convex function f that vanishes at zero and any se-
quence n′

1, n
′
2, . . . , n

′
ℓ as above: (1)

∑ℓ
j=1 f(n

′
j) = O(f(n) · logρ(t/ǫ)), and (2)

∑ℓ
j=1 f(n

′
j) · τj = O(f(n)

n
·

ρ · logρ n · t2/ǫ) · L.

Proof: We start proving the first assertion. Recall that c = O(t/ǫ). Hence

ℓ
∑

j=1

f(n′
j) =

∑

1≤j<logρ c+1,j∈N

f(n′
j) +

∑

logρ c+1≤j≤ℓ,j∈N

f(n′
j)

≤ (logρ c+ 1) · f(n) +
∑

logρ c+1≤j≤logρ n,j∈N

c

ρj−1
· f(n)

≤ (logρ c+ 1) · f(n) +
∞
∑

j=0

1

ρj
· f(n) = O(f(n) · logρ(t/ǫ)).

Next, we prove the second assertion. For each j ∈ [ℓ], τj = 2 · ρj · L
n
· t · (1 + 1

c
) = O(ρj · L

n
· t). Hence,

ℓ
∑

j=1

f(n′
j) · τj ≤

ℓ
∑

j=1

c

ρj−1
· f(n) ·O

(

ρj ·
L

n
· t

)

= O

(

f(n)

n
· ρ · logρ n · t2/ǫ

)

· L.

Recall that |Qj | ≤ min{n, nj} = min
{

n, c·n
ρj−1

}

. Hence, Corollary 3.7 yields:

Corollary 3.8 For any monotone non-decreasing convex function f that vanishes at zero, we have (1)
∑ℓ

j=1 f(|Qj|) = O(f(n) · logρ(t/ǫ)), and (2)
∑ℓ

j=1 f(|Qj |) · τj = O(f(n)
n

· ρ · logρ n · t2/ǫ) · L.

3.2.2 Number of Edges

In this section we bound the number of edges in G̃.

Lemma 3.9 |Ẽ| = O(SpSz(n) · logρ(t/ǫ)).

Proof: By construction, the edge set Ẽ of G̃ is the union of the path-spanner H = (Q,EH), the base
edge set B, and all the j-level auxiliary spanners G̃j = (Qj , Ẽj), j ∈ [0, ℓ], i.e., Ẽ = EH ∪ B ∪

⋃ℓ
j=0 Ẽj .

The path-spannerH contains at most O(n) edges, i.e., |EH | = O(n), and the graph G̃0 = (Q0 = Q, Ẽ0)
contains at most SpSz(n) edges, i.e., |Ẽ0| ≤ SpSz(|Q0|) = SpSz(n). Also, as shown in Section 2.2 (see
Corollary 2.6), the base edge set B contains at most n edges.

For each j ∈ [ℓ − γ], we have G̃j = G∗
j ∪ Ĝj , where G∗

j = (Qj , E
∗
j ) and Ĝj = (Q̂j , Êj). Also, for

each j ∈ [ℓ− γ + 1, ℓ], we have G̃j = G∗
j = (Qj , E

∗
j ). Observe that |E∗

j | ≤ SpSz(|Qj |), for every j ∈ [ℓ].

We also have |Êj | ≤ SpSz(|Q̂j |) ≤ SpSz(|Qj |), for every j ∈ [ℓ − γ]. It follows that |Ẽj | = |E∗
j ∪ Êj | ≤

|E∗
j | + |Êj | ≤ 2 · SpSz(|Qj |), for every index j ∈ [ℓ − γ], and |Ẽj | = |E∗

j | ≤ SpSz(|Qj |), for every index
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j ∈ [ℓ− γ+1, ℓ]. Finally, recall that SpSz(·) is a monotone non-decreasing convex function that vanishes
at zero. Consequently,

|Ẽ| = |EH |+ |B|+
ℓ

∑

j=0

|Ẽj | = |EH |+ |B|+ |Ẽ0|+

ℓ−γ
∑

j=1

|E∗
j ∪ Êj |+

ℓ
∑

j=ℓ−γ+1

|E∗
j |

≤ O(n) + SpSz(n) + 2 ·
ℓ

∑

j=1

SpSz(|Qj |) ≤ O(n) + SpSz(n) +O(SpSz(n) · logρ(t/ǫ))

= O(SpSz(n) · logρ(t/ǫ)).

(The last inequality follows from the first assertion of Corollary 3.8.)

3.2.3 Weight

In this section we bound the weight of G̃.

Lemma 3.10 ω(G̃) = O(SpSz(n)
n

· ρ · logρ n · t2/ǫ) · L.

Proof: First, note that the weight ω(H) of the path-spannerH satisfies ω(H) = O(ρ·logρ n)·L. As shown
in Section 2.2 (see Corollary 2.8), the weight ω(B) of the base edge set B satisfies ω(B) = O(logρ n) · L.

Also, observe that the maximum edge weight in the graph G̃0 is at most τ0, and so

ω(G̃0) ≤ |Ẽ0| · τ0 ≤ SpSz(|Q0|) · τ0 = SpSz(n) · 2 ·
L

n
· t ·

(

1 +
1

c

)

= SpSz(n) ·O

(

L

n
· t

)

.

Next, observe that the maximum edge weight in the graph G∗
j (for every index j ∈ [ℓ]) and the graph Ĝj

(for every index j ∈ [ℓ− γ]) is bounded above by the j-level threshold τj. In other words, for every index
j ∈ [ℓ], the maximum edge weight in the graph G̃j is bounded above by τj, and so

ω(G̃j) ≤ |Ẽj | · τj ≤ 2 · SpSz(|Qj |) · τj.

Finally, we have ω(G̃) = ω(H) + ω(B) + ω(G̃0) +
∑ℓ

j=1 ω(G̃j). It follows that

ω(G̃) ≤ O(ρ · logρ n) · L+O(logρ n) · L+ SpSz(n) ·O

(

L

n
· t

)

+

ℓ
∑

j=1

2 · SpSz(|Qj |) · τj

≤ O(ρ · logρ n) · L+ SpSz(n) · O

(

L

n
· t

)

+O

(

SpSz(n)

n
· ρ · logρ n · t2/ǫ

)

· L

= O

(

SpSz(n)

n
· ρ · logρ n · t2/ǫ

)

· L.

(The last inequality follows from the second assertion of Corollary 3.8.)

In Theorem 1.4 we assumed the existence of Algorithm BasicSp that constructs a t-spanner for
any submetric M [Q] of M (including M itself) with certain properties. This algorithm can be used
to construct a t-approximate MST for M . Specifically, running Prim’s MST Algorithm over this t-
spanner results in a t-approximate MST. The weight L = ω(L) of the Hamiltonian path L which is
computed in this way is O(t · ω(MST (M [Q]))), and the running time of this computation is SpTm(n)+
O(SpSz(n)+n · log n) = O(SpTm(n)+n · log n). Alternatively, we may add to the statement of Theorem
1.4 an assumption that it is provided with Algorithm LightTree, which computes an O(1)-approximate
MST for M [Q] within time TrTm(n). In particular, in low-dimensional Euclidean and doubling metrics
running Prim’s Algorithn over an O(1)-spanner results in a routine that computes an O(1)-approximate
MST within O(n · log n) time. In these cases (i.e., if we are provided with Algorithm LightTree or if the
input metric is doubling), ω(L) = O(ω(MST (M [Q]))).

To summarize:
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Corollary 3.11 In the variant of Algorithm LightSp which employs Algorithm LightTree (or if M is a

low-dimensional Euclidean or doubling metric), ω(G̃) = O(SpSz(n)
n

·ρ·logρ n·t
2/ǫ)·ω(MST (M [Q])). In the

variant of Algorithm LightSp which does not employ it, ω(G̃) = O(SpSz(n)
n

·ρ·logρ n·t
3/ǫ)·ω(MST (M [Q])).

3.2.4 Running Time

In this section we analyze the running time of Algorithm LightSp.

Lemma 3.12 The variant of Algorithm LightSp that invokes (respectively, does not invoke) Algorithm
LightTree can be implemented in time O(SpTm(n)·logρ(t/ǫ)+TrTm(n)) (resp., O(SpTm(n)·logρ(t/ǫ)+
n · log n)).

Proof: The tree T can be built within O(TrTm(n)) time by Algorithm LightTree, and within
O(SpTm(n) + n · log n) without it. In the former case T will have constant lightness. In the latter
a t-approximate MST T for M [Q] is built as outlined in Section 3.2.3. In another O(n) = O(TrTm(n))
time we can compute the preorder traversal of T , thus obtaining the Hamiltonian path L. The 1-spanner
HL can be built in O(n) time. The path-spanner H can be obtained from HL in another O(n) time.
Also, it is easy to see that the graph G̃0 can be built within O(SpTm(n)) time.

In each iteration j = 1, . . . , ℓ, we spend SpTm(|Qj |) time to build the t-spanner G′
j . Then Algo-

rithm LightSp prunes G′
j to obtain the graph G∗

j . Since there are at most SpSz(|Qj |) edges in G′
j and

SpSz(|Qj |) ≤ SpTm(|Qj|), the graph G∗
j can be obtained from G′

j in O(SpSz(|Qj |)) = O(SpTm(|Qj|))

time (see Part I of Procedure Processj in Section 2.6). By similar considerations, the graph Ĝj can
be built in time O(SpTm(|Q̂j |)) = O(SpTm(|Qj|)); also, the attachment graph Gj can be built within
another amount of O(SpSz(|Qj |)) = O(SpTm(|Qj |)) time (see Part II of Procedure Processj). Updat-
ing the load indicators and counters of representatives requires another O(SpSz(|Qj |)) = O(SpTm(|Qj|))
time. By Corollary 2.9 (see Section 2.5), Procedure Attach runs in time that is linear in the number of ver-
tices of the attachment graph Gj , i.e., in time O(|Qj |) = O(SpTm(|Qj |)). The number of non-empty bags
in the forest F is O(n). Each time one of these bags is processed, at most O(γ) bags are labeled as zombies
or incubators. Hence the total time required for labeling bags is O(n ·γ) = O(n · logρ(t/ǫ)). It follows that

the time needed to build all 2ℓ graphs G∗
1, Ĝ1, . . . , G

∗
ℓ , Ĝℓ (and updating the load indicators and counters

of the involved representatives accordingly), as well as executing Procedure Attach and labeling bags
throughout all ℓ iterations is at most

∑ℓ
j=1O(SpTm(|Qj |))+O(n · logρ(t/ǫ)) ≤ O(SpTm(n) · logρ(t/ǫ)).

(Recall that SpTm(·) is a monotone non-decreasing convex function, and see the first assertion of Corol-
lary 3.8.)

On level j, determining which bags are crowded requires O(|Qj |) time. Hence, by Corollary 3.8, in

all ℓ levels altogether this step requires
∑ℓ

i=1 O(|Qj |) = O(n · logρ(t/ǫ)) time.
Altogether, the variant of Algorithm LightSp that uses Algorithm LightTree takes time O(SpTm(n)·

logρ(t/ǫ) + TrTm(n)). The variant of Algorithm LightSp that does not use Algorithm LightTree takes
time O(SpTm(n) · logρ(t/ǫ) + n · log n).

Remark: In the case of low-dimensional Euclidean or doubling metrics, TrTm(n) = O(n · log n), and so
the running time becomes O(SpTm(n) · logρ(t/ǫ) + n · log n).

3.3 Stretch and Diameter

In this section we analyze the stretch and diameter of the spanner G̃.
The following lemma is central in our analysis. It is used not only for bounding the stretch (and the

diameter) of the spanner, but also for bounding its maximum degree.

Lemma 3.13 Fix any index j ∈ [ℓ], and let v ∈ Fj , Q(v) 6= ∅. Then for every p ∈ Q(v), there is a
(simple) path Πj(p) in the spanner G̃ that leads to a point bj(p) in the base point set B(v) of v, having
weight at most 1

2 · µj and at most 3ℓ edges. Moreover, if p ∈ K(v), then Πj(p) consists of at most 2ℓ
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edges. All points in Πj(p) belong to the point set Q(v) of v. (The point bj(p) is called the base point of
p.)

Proof: The proof is by induction on j. The basis j = 1 is immediate.
Induction Step: Let j ≥ 2, and p ∈ Q(v). Also, let u ∈ χ(v) ⊆ Fj−1 be the (j − 1)-level host bag of p.

Suppose first that u ∈ S(v), i.e., u is a non-empty surviving child of v in F . In this case, B(u) ⊆
B(v),K(u) ⊆ K(v), Q(u) ⊆ Q(v). (See Section 2.1 to recall the basic properties of these point sets.)
Consider the path Πj−1(p) between p and its base point bj−1(p) ∈ B(u) ⊆ B(v) guaranteed by the
induction hypothesis for u. Its weight is at most 1

2 · µj−1 = 1
2 ·

µj

ρ
< 1

2 · µj and it consists of at most 3ℓ
edges. Also, all points of Πj−1(p) belong to Q(u) ⊆ Q(v). Moreover, suppose now that p ∈ K(v). Recall
that u is the unique (j− 1)-level bag such that p ∈ Q(u). Since K(v) ⊆

⋃

z∈χ(v)K(z) and each kernel set
K(z) is contained in Q(z), it follows that p ∈ K(u). By the induction hypothesis, Πj−1(p) consists of at
most 2ℓ edges. Thus, we set Πj(p) = Πj−1(p) and bj(p) = bj−1(p).

We henceforth assume that u is a disappearing zombie, i.e., u ∈ J (v) is a joining step-child of v. In
this case, since v ∈ Fj is an actual adopter, it must hold that j ≥ γ + 1. For each index i ∈ [0, γ − 1],
let y(i) denote the (j − 1− (γ − 1) + i) = (j − γ + i)-level copy of u. (That is, for each of these identical
copies y(i), we have Q(y(i)) = Q(u). See Lemma 3.5.) In particular, u = y(γ−1) is a disappearing
zombie, and y(0) = y is an attached bag. Observe that an attachment A(x, y), for some (j − γ)-level bag
x = x(0), occurs during the (j − γ)-level processing. As a result of this attachment, y = y(0) became
an attached bag. The initiator bag x of this attachment is a descendant of the actual adopter v. The
bags x(1) = π(x(0)), x(2) = π(x(1)), . . . , x(γ−1) = π(x(γ−2)) are labeled as a result of this attachment as
incubators. Observe that v = x(γ) = π(x(γ−1)). Recall that the attachment A(x, y) is represented by the
edge (r(x), r(y)) in the spanner G̃. (Recall that r(x) and r(y) are representatives of the bags x and y,
respectively.) See Figure 5 for an illustration.

y = y
(0) ∈ Fj−γ = Fk x = x

(0) ∈ Fk

attached bag initiator

y
(1) x

(1)

u = y
(γ−1) ∈ Fj−1

y
(γ) ∈ Fj

x
(γ−1) ∈ Fj−1

v = x
(γ) ∈ Fj

actual adopter

disappearing zombie

adopted

attached

incubators

integrated

zombies

disintegrated

A(x, y)

Figure 5: u is a disappearing zombie, a step-child of v.

We will use the following claim to prove Lemma 3.13.

Claim 3.14 Define k = j−γ. There is a simple path Π(p, r(y)) in G̃ between p and r(y) that has weight
at most 2 · µk and at most ℓ− 2 edges. Also, all points of Π(p, r(y)) belong to Q(y) = Q(u) ⊆ Q(v).

Proof: Recall that p ∈ Q(u), and y is a (j − γ)-level copy of u. Hence both points p and r(y) belong to
the k-level bag y, i.e., p, r(y) ∈ Q(y). Consider the paths Πk(p) and Πk(r(y)) in G̃ that are guaranteed by
the induction hypothesis for y, having weight at most 1

2 ·µk = 1
2 ·

µj

ργ
; all points of these two paths belong

to Q(y). The path Πk(p) (respectively, Πk(r(y))) leads to a point bk(p) (resp., bk(r(y))) in the base point
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set B(y) of y. Recall that the spanner G̃ contains a path P (y) which connects the base point set B(y)
via a simple path. Denote by Π(bk(p), bk(r(y))) the sub-path of P (y) between bk(p) and bk(r(y)); by the
triangle inequality, the weight of this path is at most δL(bk(p), bk(r(y))) ≤ µk =

µj

ργ
. We take Π(p, r(y))

to be the path that is obtained as the concatenation of the path Πk(p), the path Π(bk(p), bk(r(y))), and
the path Πk(r(y)). (We assume that Π(p, r(y)) is a simple path. Otherwise we transform it into such by
eliminating loops.) It is easy to see that Π(p, r(y)) is a path between p and r(y) in the spanner G̃ that
has weight at most 2 · µk = 2 ·

µj

ργ
. Moreover, all points of Π(p, r(y)) belong to Q(y) = Q(u) ⊆ Q(v).

Note that an attached bag y ∈ Fk was necessarily marked as risky by Procedure Processk. Therefore,
y is a small bag. Hence |Q(y)| ≤ ℓ− 1. It follows that Π(p, r(y)) consists of at most ℓ− 2 edges, which
completes the proof of Claim 3.14. See Figure 6 for an illustration.

representative edgeQ(y)

P (y)

r(x)

bj(p) = bk(r(x))

Πk(r(x))
1

2
· µk

(2ℓ edges)

bk(p) bk(r(y))

p r(y)

Π(bk(p), bk(r(y)))

Πk(p) Πk(r(y))

µk

1

2
· µk

1

2
· µk

B(x)B(y)

Q(x)
τk

Figure 6: The path Π(p, r(y)) is depicted by a bold solid line. It is a sub-path of the path Πj(p), which
connects p with bj(p), and is depicted by a solid line.

Observe that at this point we have built a “good path” from p to r(x), via Π(p, r(y)) and the edge
(r(x), r(y)). We now need to “connect” r(x) to a base point bj(p) ∈ B(v). Since x is a descendant of v,
it holds that B(x) ⊆ B(v),K(x) ⊆ K(v), Q(x) ⊆ Q(v). As a representative of a bag must belong to its
kernel, we have r(x) ∈ K(x). By the induction hypothesis for x, there exists a path Πk(r(x)) between
r(x) and its base point bk(r(x)) ∈ B(x) ⊆ B(v) in the spanner G̃. Moreover, all points of this path belong
to Q(x) ⊆ Q(v). In addition, the weight of this path is at most 1

2 · µk = 1
2 ·

µj

ργ
, and since rk(x) ∈ K(x),

it consists of at most 2ℓ edges. We take bj(p) to be bk(r(x)) ∈ B(v), and take Πj(p) to be the path that
is obtained as the concatenation of the path Π(p, r(y)) (guaranteed by Claim 3.14), the attachment edge
(r(x), r(y)), and the path Πk(r(x)). (See Figure 6.) It is easy to see that Πj(p) is a path between p and its
base point bj(p) = bk(r(x)), and that all points of Πj(p) belong to Q(v). Notice that ω(r(x), r(y)) ≤ τk.
Therefore, the total weight ω(Πj(p)) of the path Πj(p) = Π(p, r(y)) ◦ (r(x), r(y)) ◦Πk(r(x)) satisfies (for
sufficiently large c0)

ω(Πj(p)) ≤ 2µk + τk +
1

2
· µk = µj ·

(

5
2 + 2 · (c+ 1) · ρ · t

)

(c · ρ · t)c0
<

1

2
· µj.

(Recall that c0 is a sufficiently large constant of our choice. Setting c0 ≥ 8 is enough here.) Also, it holds
that |Πj(p)| = |Π(p, r(y))| + 1 + |Πk(r(x))| ≤ ℓ− 2 + 1 + 2ℓ ≤ 3ℓ.

Suppose now that p ∈ K(v). We argue that in this case x must be a small bag. Suppose for con-
tradiction otherwise, and consider the (j − 1)-level ancestor x(γ−1) of x, which is a surviving child of
v = x(γ). Observe that Q′(v) =

⋃

z∈S(v)Q(z) ⊇ Q(x(γ−1)) ⊇ Q(x), and so |Q′(v)| ≥ |Q(x)| ≥ ℓ. By

construction, K(v) = K ′(v) =
⋃

z∈S(v)K(z). Hence the kernel set K(v) of v contains only points from
the kernel sets of its surviving children, and contains no points from its joining step-children. However,
p ∈ Q(u), and u is a joining step-child of v. Hence p 6∈ K(v), a contradiction.
Therefore x is a small bag. Since all points of Πk(r(x)) belong to Q(x), it follows that this path
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consists of at most ℓ − 2 edges (rather than at most 2ℓ edges as in the general case). Consequently,
|Πj(p)| = |Π(p, r(y))| + 1 + |Πk(r(x))| ≤ ℓ− 2 + 1 + ℓ− 2 ≤ 2ℓ.

Lemma 3.13 implies the following corollary.

Corollary 3.15 Fix an arbitrary index j ∈ [ℓ], and let v be an arbitrary non-empty j-level bag. There is
a path in the spanner G̃ between every pair of points in Q(v), having weight at most 2 · µj and at most
O(logρ n+α(ρ)) edges. In particular, the metric distance between any two points in Q(v) is at most 2 ·µj .

Proof: Consider an arbitrary pair p, q of points in Q(v), and let Πj(p) and Πj(q) be the paths in G̃
that are guaranteed by Lemma 3.13, having weight at most 1

2 ·µj and at most 3ℓ = 3⌈logρ n⌉ edges each.
The path Πj(p) (respectively, Πj(q)) leads to a point bj(p) (resp., bj(q)) in the base point set B(v) of v.
The spanner G̃ contains the path-spanner H. Recall that for any pair x, y ∈ Q of points, there is a path
ΠH(x, y) in the path-spannerH that has weight at most δL(x, y) and O(logρ n+α(ρ)) edges. In particular,
H contains a path ΠH(bj(p), bj(q)) between bj(p) and bj(q), having weight at most δL(bj(p), bj(q)) ≤ µj

and O(logρ n+α(ρ)) edges. Consider the path Π(p, q) = Πj(p) ◦ΠH(bj(p), bj(q)) ◦Πj(q), obtained as the
concatenation of the path Πj(p), the path ΠH(bj(p), bj(q)) and the path Πj(q). Note that Π(p, q) is a
path between p and q in the spanner G̃ that has weight at most 1

2 · µj + µj +
1
2 · µj = 2 · µj , and at most

3⌈logρ n⌉+O(logρ n+ α(ρ)) + 3⌈logρ n⌉ = O(logρ n+ α(ρ)) edges.

The next lemma implies that G̃ is a (t+ ǫ)-spanner for M [Q] with diameter O(Λ(n) + logρ n+α(ρ)).
Recall that Λ(n) is an upper bound on the diameter of the auxiliary spanner, produced by Algorithm
BasicSp. (See the statement of Theorem 1.4.)

Lemma 3.16 For any p, q ∈ Q, there is a (t+ ǫ)-spanner path in G̃ with O(Λ(n) + logρ n+α(ρ)) edges.

Proof: We start the proof of the lemma with the following observation.

Observation 3.17 Fix any index j ∈ [0, ℓ]. For any pair u, v ∈ Fj of non-empty j-level bags, such that
δ(r(u), r(v)) ≤

τj
t
, there is a t-spanner path in G∗

j between r(u) and r(v) with at most Λ(n) edges.

Proof: Since u and v are non-empty j-level bags, it holds that r(u), r(v) ∈ Qj. In addition, since G′
j is

a t-spanner for Qj with diameter at most Λ(n), there is a t-spanner path Π in G′
j between r(u) and r(v)

that consists of at most Λ(n) edges. The fact that Π is a t-spanner path between r(u) and r(v) implies
that the weight ω(Π) of Π satisfies ω(Π) ≤ t · δ(r(u), r(v)) ≤ τj. Clearly, the weight of each edge of Π
is bounded above by ω(Π) ≤ τj . By construction (see Section 2.6), G∗

j contains all the edges of G′
j with

weight at most τj. It follows that all edges of Π belong to G∗
j . Observation 3.17 follows.

Next, we continue with the proof of Lemma 3.16.
Let p, q ∈ Q. Suppose first that δ(p, q) ≤ L

n
< τ0

t
. Note that the graph G̃0 = G∗

0 belongs to G̃. By

Observation 3.17 for j = 0, there is a t-spanner path in G̃0 between p and q with at most Λ(n) edges.
We henceforth assume that δ(p, q) > L

n
. Let j ∈ [ℓ] be the index such that ρj−1 · L

n
< δ(p, q) ≤ ρj · L

n
,

i.e., ξj < δ(p, q) ≤ ρ · ξj. Let u = vj(p) (respectively, w = vj(q)) be the j-level host bag of p (resp.,
q). By Corollary 3.15, the metric distance between every pair of points in the same j-level bag is at
most 2 · µj < ξj. (See the beginning of Section 2 for the definitions of µj and ξj , and for other relevant
notation.) Since δ(p, q) > ξj, it follows that u 6= w. Consider the representative r(u) ∈ Qj (respectively,

r(w) ∈ Qj) of u (resp., w); by Corollary 3.15, δ(p, r(u)), δ(q, r(w)) ≤ 2 · µj = 2 ·
ξj
c
. It follows that

δ(r(u), r(w)) ≤ δ(p, r(u)) + δ(p, q) + δ(q, r(w)) ≤ δ(p, q) + 4 ·
ξj
c

(1)

≤ ρ · ξj + 4 ·
ξj
c

= 2ρj ·
L

n
·

(

1

2
+

2

ρ · c

)

≤ 2ρj ·
L

n
·

(

1 +
1

c

)

=
τj
t
. (2)

By Observation 3.17, there is a t-spanner path between r(u) and r(w) in G∗
j (and thus in G̃) with at most

Λ(n) edges; denote this path by Π∗(r(u), r(w)), and observe that ω(Π∗(r(u), r(w))) ≤ t · δ(r(u), r(w)).
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Also, by Corollary 3.15, the spanner G̃ contains a path Π(p, r(u)) (respectively, Π(q, r(w))) between p

and r(u) (resp., between q and r(w)) that has weight at most 2 · µj = 2 ·
ξj
c
and O(logρ n+ α(ρ)) edges.

Let Π(p, q) = Π(p, r(u)) ◦ Π∗(r(u), r(w)) ◦ Π(q, r(w)). Note that Π(p, q) is a path in G̃ between p

and q that has weight ω(Π(p, q)) at most t · δ(r(u), r(w)) + 4 ·
ξj
c
and O(Λ(n) + logρ n+ α(ρ)) edges. By

Equation (1), t · δ(r(u), r(w)) ≤ t · (δ(p, q) + 4 ·
ξj
c
). Also, recall that c = ⌈4·(t+1)

ǫ
⌉. It follows that

ω(Π(p, q)) ≤ t ·

(

δ(p, q) + 4 ·
ξj
c

)

+ 4 ·
ξj
c

≤

(

t+
4 · (t+ 1)

c

)

· δ(p, q) ≤ (t+ ǫ) · δ(p, q).

3.4 Degree

In this section we bound the maximum degree of our spanner G̃. Specifically, we will show that the
degree of G̃ is O(∆(n) · γ + ρ). Recall that γ = c0 · (⌈logρ t⌉ + ⌈logρ c⌉ + 1), for some constant c0; thus
γ = O(logρ(t/ǫ)). In other words, we will get the desired degree bound of O(∆(n) · logρ(t/ǫ) + ρ).

As shown in Section 2.2 (Corollary 2.6), the base edges increase the degree bound by at most two
units, and so we may disregard them in this analysis. We will also disregard the edges of the path-spanner
H and the 0-level auxiliary spanner G̃0, which together contribute O(∆(n)+ρ) units to the degree bound.

The degree analysis is probably the most technically involved part of our proof. We start with an
intuitive sketch and then proceed to the rigorous proof.

If a j-level bag v is large, i.e., |Q(v)| ≥ ℓ, then all its ℓ − j ancestors are large as well. Each point
p ∈ Q(v) gets loaded by one of the auxiliary spanners G̃j , G̃j+1, . . . , G̃ℓ only if it is a representative of
v or of one of its ancestors. However, we have at least ℓ points to “represent v” in at most ℓ auxiliary
spanners. (One for v, and one for each of its ancestors.) Hence it is not hard to share the load in such
a way that each point p ∈ Q(v) will be loaded by O(1) auxiliary spanners. Consequently, the maximum
degree of points that belong to large bags are small. (In fact, a point p may, of course, belong to a small
bag, and later join a large bag. However, for the sake of this discussion one can imagine that p duplicates
itself into plarge and psmall, where plarge (respectively, psmall) belongs only to large (resp., small) bags.)

For a small bag v, its representative r(v) is loaded by a j-level auxiliary spanner only if r(v) is not
isolated in G∗

j (see Section 2.6). It means that there exists another j-level representative r(u), such that
δ(r(v), r(u)) ≤ τj; in other words, r(u) is close to r(v). Intuitively, we will want the bags v and u to
merge, as this would increase the pool of eligible representatives. We cannot merge them right away,
however, because this would blow up the weighted diameters of the (j + 1)-level bags. Instead we wait
for γ = O(1) levels, and then merge v into the (j + γ)-level ancestor u′ of u. (Or the other way around,
merge u into the (j + γ)-level ancestor v′ of v.) The weighted diameters of the j-level bags, are, roughly
speaking, proportional to the length µj of the j-level intervals, i.e., they grow geometrically with the

level j. Hence when v is merged into u′, it contributes only an
(

1
2

)O(γ)
-fraction to the weighted diameter

of the (j + γ)-level bag u′. In this way we keep the weighted diameters of bags in check, while always
maintaining sufficiently large pools of eligible representatives. During the γ levels j, j + 1, . . . , j + γ − 1,
points of v do accumulate some extra degree; however, since γ = O(1), they are overloaded by at most a
constant factor.

We next proceed to the rigorous analysis of the degree of the spanner G̃.
Consider an index j ∈ [ℓ]. In the next paragraph we shortly remind how the j-level auxiliary spanner

G̃j is constructed. Procedure Processj builds a spanner G′
j for the set Qj of representatives of all non-

empty j-level bags, including zombies. This spanner is then pruned to obtain the graph G∗
j = (Qj , E

∗
j ).

(By “pruning” we mean removing edges of weight greater than τj.) If j > ℓ − γ, then G̃j = G∗
j .

Otherwise, Procedure Processj constructs the subset Q̂j of Qj of useful (i.e., non-empty and non-zombie)
representatives, which are not isolated in G∗

j . It then constructs the spanner Ǧj = (Q̂j , Ěj) for the set

Q̂j, and prunes it to obtain the graph Ĝj = (Q̂j , Êj). The union G̃j = (Qj, Ẽj = E∗
j ∪ Êj) is the j-level

auxiliary spanner. See Section 2.6 for more details.
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Observe that the maximum degree ∆(G̃j) of the j-level auxiliary spanner, j ∈ [ℓ], is bounded above
by ∆(|Qj |) + ∆(|Q̂j|) ≤ 2 ·∆(n). For future reference we summarize this observation below.

Observation 3.18 For each index j ∈ [ℓ], ∆(G̃j) = O(∆(n)).

Observation 3.18 implies directly that ∆(G̃) = O(log n · ∆(n) + ρ). Such a bound on the maximum
degree can, in fact, be achieved by a much simpler construction. (See Section 1.3 for its outline.) In this
section we show that our much more intricate construction guarantees ∆(G̃) = O(∆(n) · logρ(t/ǫ) + ρ).
As t is typically a constant, and ρ and ǫ can be set as constants, this would essentially imply that
∆(G̃) = O(∆(n)).

Definition 3.19 A j-level bag v is called active if its representative r(v) is not isolated in G∗
j . Otherwise

it is called passive.

Note that if v is passive, then its representative r(v) is not loaded during the j-level processing, i.e.,
loadj(r(v)) = 0. On the other hand, for an active bag v, its representative is loaded, i.e., loadj(r(v)) = 1.
Recall that v is a growing bag if |χ(v)| ≥ 2. (See Section 2.4.)

Recall also (see the beginning of Section 2.2) that the relation step-parent - step-child among bags
of F defines another forest F̂ over the same set of bags. Specifically, a bag v is a parent of u in F̂ iff
u ∈ χ(v), i.e., u is either a surviving child or a joining step-child of v. We denote the parent-child relation
in F̂ by π̂(·), i.e., we write v = π̂(u). Note that a bag of level j in F has level j in F̂ as well.

Note that the forests F and F̂ are very similar. The only bags v that have step-parents (different
from their parents) are disappearing zombies. We summarize this observation below.

Observation 3.20 For a bag v ∈ Fj , j ∈ [ℓ− 1], which is not a disappearing zombie, π(v) = π̂(v).

We say that a bag w is an F-descendant (respectively, F-ancestor) of the bag u if it is a descendant
(resp., ancestor) of u in F . Similarly, we say that a bag w is an F̂-descendant (respectively, F̂-ancestor)
of the bag u if it is a descendant (resp., ancestor) of u in F̂ .

Definition 3.21 For a positive integer parameter β, we say that a bag v ∈ Fj is β-prospective, if one
of its β immediate F̂-ancestors v̂(1) = π̂(v), v̂(2) = π̂(v̂(1)), . . . , v̂(β) = π̂(v̂(β−1)) is a growing bag. For
j > ℓ−β, all bags v ∈ Fj are called β-prospective. We also use the shortcut prospective for γ-prospective.

Next, we argue that a small safe bag is necessarily prospective. Such a bag is either crowded, or a
zombie, or an incubator. We start with the case of a crowded bag.

Lemma 3.22 Let j ∈ [ℓ] be an arbitrary index. Any crowded bag v ∈ Fj is prospective.

Proof: The case j > ℓ − γ is trivial. We henceforth assume that j ≤ ℓ − γ. Since v is a crowded
j-level bag, its cage C(v) contains another useful j-level bag u. Note that u is crowded as well, and thus
both v and u are safe. Let w ∈ Fk be the least common F-ancestor of v and u. The index k satisfies
j + 1 ≤ k ≤ j + γ. Write v = v(0), u = u(0), and consider the (k − j) immediate F-ancestors of v
and u, v(1) = π(v(0)), . . . , v(k−j) = π(v(k−j−1)) = w and u(1) = π(u(0)), . . . , u(k−j) = π(u(k−j−1)) = w,
respectively. By induction on (k − j), it is easy to see that all these bags, except maybe w itself, are
crowded and safe. Hence none of them is a zombie, and so for each index i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k−j, v(i−1) ∈ S(v(i)) ⊆
χ(v(i)), u(i−1) ∈ S(u(i)) ⊆ χ(u(i)). It follows that v(k−j−1) (respectively, u(k−j−1)) is an F̂ -ancestor of v
(resp., u), and v(k−j−1), u(k−j−1) ∈ S(w) ⊆ χ(w). Hence w is the least common F̂ -ancestor of v and u,
and |χ(w)| ≥ |S(w)| ≥ 2. Thus w is a growing bag, and v is a prospective one. See Figure 7 for an
illustration.

Next, we consider the case of a zombie bag.

Lemma 3.23 Let j ∈ [ℓ]. A zombie bag v ∈ Fj is prospective.
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Figure 7: The cage C(v) of v and u. All vertices v(0), v(1), . . . , v(k−j−1), u(0), u(1), . . . , u(k−j−1) are crowded,
and thus they are not zombies. Thus w is growing.

Proof: We only need to prove the assertion for j ≤ ℓ− γ. By construction, there exists an attached bag
w = w(0), which is an F-descendant of v. By Lemma 3.5, the bags w = w(0), w(1) = π(w(0)), . . . , w(i) =
v, . . . , w(γ−1) are identical, where i ∈ [γ − 1] is some index. The bag w(γ−1) is a disappearing zombie.

Observe that w = w(0) ∈ Fj−i. There exists a bag u ∈ Fj−i, so that the attachment A(u,w)
took place during the (j − i)-level processing. The bag u = u(0) is the initiator of this attachment.
Denote by u(1) = π(u(0)), . . . , u(γ) = π(u(γ−1)) the γ immediate F-ancestors of the initiator u. The bags
u(1), . . . , u(γ−1) are incubators, and u(γ) is the actual adopter. By Lemma 3.1, neither of the incubator
bags u(1), . . . , u(γ−1) is a disappearing zombie. Hence, by Observation 3.20, the actual adopter u(γ) is an
F̂-ancestor of all the bags u(0), u(1), . . . , u(γ−1). The initiator bag u = u(0) is non-empty, and thus the
incubators u(1), . . . , u(γ−1) are non-empty as well. Hence for each index h ∈ [0, γ − 1], u(h) ∈ S(u(h+1)) ⊆
χ(u(h+1)).

Moreover, the attached bag w = w(0) is non-empty. Hence the zombie bags w(1), w(2), . . . , w(γ−1)

are non-empty as well, and for each index h ∈ [0, γ − 2], w(h) ∈ S(w(h+1)) ⊆ χ(w(h+1)). Since the
bags w(0), w(1), . . . , w(γ−2) are not disappearing zombies, Observation 3.20 implies that the disappearing
zombie w(γ−1) is an F̂-ancestor of all these bags, and in particular, of v = w(i).

Finally, the disappearing zombie w(γ−1) is a joining step-child of the actual adopter u(γ), i.e., w(γ−1) ∈
J (u(γ)) ⊆ χ(u(γ)). Hence u(γ) is an F̂-ancestor of v. By Lemma 3.1, u(γ−1) 6= w(γ−1). Hence |χ(u(γ))| ≥ 2,
i.e., u(γ) is a growing bag. Thus the bag v is prospective. See Figure 8.

A symmetric argument shows that an incubator bag is prospective as well.

Lemma 3.24 Let j ∈ [ℓ]. An incubator bag v ∈ Fj is prospective.

Lemmas 3.22, 3.23 and 3.24 imply the following statement.

Corollary 3.25 Let j ∈ [ℓ]. A small safe bag v ∈ Fj is prospective.

For a positive integer parameter β, we say that a bag v is β-safe-prospective if either v or one of
its β immediate F̂ -ancestors is safe. (We remark that for v to be β-prospective, one of its β immediate
ancestors must be growing, i.e., it is not enough for v to be a growing bag. This is not the case for a
β-safe-prospective bag. That is, if v is safe, then it is β-safe-prospective.)

Denote κ = ⌈logρ t⌉ and η = 2κ+ 3. Recall that γ = c0 · (κ + ⌈logρ c⌉ + 1). Next, we argue that any
active small bag is either η-prospective or η-safe-prospective. Before proving it we outline the main idea
of our degree analysis. Intuitively, large bags are easy to handle because they contain enough points to
share the load. As a result of this load-sharing, no point in a large bag ever becomes overloaded. To
handle small bags we show that once a small bag becomes active (i.e., its points start being loaded), it
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Figure 8: The case that v = w(i) is a zombie. The bags w(γ−1) and u(γ−1) are two distinct non-empty
extended children of u(γ). Thus u(γ) is a growing F̂-ancestor of v = w(i).

will soon get merged into a larger bag. These merges will allow for a more uniform load-sharing, resulting
in a small (constant) load for all points in Q.

Lemma 3.26 Let j ≤ ℓ − η, and u ∈ Fj be an active small bag that is not η-prospective. Then u is
η-safe-prospective.

Proof: The bag u is active, and thus non-empty. Since u is not η-prospective, it follows that the η
immediate F̂-ancestors of u = û(0), namely, û(1) = π̂(û(0)), . . . , û(η) = π̂(û(η−1)) are stagnating bags.
Hence all these bags are identical to u, and moreover, they have the same representative as u, i.e.,
r(u) = r(û(0)) = r(û(1)) = . . . = r(û(η)). (See Section 2.4.)

Suppose for contradiction that all these bags û(0), û(1), . . . , û(η) are risky. Note that for each index
i ∈ [0, η], if û(i) is a zombie, then it must be safe. Hence the bags û(0), û(1), . . . , û(η) are not zombies, and
thus useful. By Observation 3.20, û(1) = u(1), . . . , û(η) = u(η), i.e., the η immediate F̂ -ancestors of u are
its η immediate F-ancestors.

Consider the j-level processing. (It is described in Section 2.6.) Since u is active, the representative
r(u) of u is not isolated in G∗

j = (Qj, E
∗
j ). Hence r(u) ∈ Q∗

j . Moreover, the bag u is useful, hence

r(u) ∈ Q̂j. If r(u) is not isolated in E∗
j (Q̂j), then it is not isolated in the j-level attachment graph

Gj = (Q̂j, Ej), Ej = E∗
j (Q̂j) ∪ Êj . However, in this case r(u) belongs to a star S ∈ Γj in the star forest

Γj formed by Procedure Attach (within Procedure Processj). As a result the bag u becomes either an
attachment initiator or an attached bag, and its parent u(1) = û(1) becomes an incubator or a zombie,
respectively. In either case it becomes safe, a contradiction.

Hence r(u) is isolated in E∗
j (Q̂j). Recall that Q̂j is the subset of Q∗

j which contains only non-zombie
representatives. Since r(u) is not isolated in G∗

j = (Qj , E
∗
j ), there must exist a zombie z, such that

r(z) ∈ Qj \ Q̂j and the edge (r(u), r(z)) ∈ E∗
j . It follows that

δ(r(u), r(z)) ≤ τj. (3)

Also, the same argument applies for every index h, h ∈ [j, j + (η − 1)], and not only for h = j. If
r(u(h−j)) is not isolated in the h-level attachment graph Gh, then the parent u(h−j+1) = û(h−j+1) of u(h−j)

is safe. Hence in this case u is η-safe-prospective, a contradiction.
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Therefore, from now on we assume that for all indices h, h ∈ [j, j + (η − 1)], the representative
r(u) = r(u(h−j)) = r(û(h−j)) is isolated in Gh.

Next, we argue that r(u) is quite far from any useful representative on levels j, j +1, . . . , j +(η− 1).

Claim 3.27 For any index h, h ∈ [j, j + (η − 1)], and any useful bag w ∈ Fh, w 6= u(h−j), it holds that
δ(r(u), r(w)) > τh

t
.

Proof: Suppose for contradiction that for some index h ∈ [j, j + (η− 1)] and a bag w as above, it holds
that δ(r(u), r(w)) ≤ τh

t
. It follows that r(u) = r(u(h−j)) and r(w) are not isolated in G∗

h. Moreover, since

u(h−j) and w are useful bags, their representatives belong to Q̂h, i.e., r(u) = r(u(h−j)), r(w) ∈ Q̂h. Part II
of Procedure Processj constructs a t-spanner Ǧh = (Q̂h, Ěh) for the metric M [Q̂h] induced by Q̂h. Hence
there exists a t-spanner path Π = Π(r(u), r(w)) in Ǧh between r(u) and r(w). Since δ(r(u), r(w)) ≤ τh

t
,

it follows that ω(Π) ≤ τh. Therefore all edges of Π also have weight at most τh. Hence the path Π is
contained in the pruned graph Ĝh = (Q̂h, Êh). Moreover, Êh ⊆ Eh, where Eh is the edge set of the h-level
attachment graph Gh = (Q̂h, Eh). Hence Π ⊆ Eh as well. Therefore r(u) = r(u(h−j)) is not isolated in
Gh, a contradiction.

Now we continue to prove Lemma 3.26. Intuitively, we will show that r(u) cannot be close to a zombie
representative r(z) (in the sense of Equation (3)), but far from any useful representative r(w) in all levels
h ∈ [j, j + (γ − 1)] (see Claim 3.27). This would lead to a contradiction.

Consider again the zombie z ∈ Fj , such that δ(r(u), r(z)) ≤ τj. Let i, j − (γ − 1) ≤ i < j, be the
index such that an identical descendant y of z became an attached bag during the i-level processing.
More specifically, during the i-level processing the bag y was attached to another i-level bag v by an
attachment A(v, y). As a result of this attachment, the (γ − 1) immediate F-ancestors of y = y(0), i.e.,
y(1) = π(y(0)), y(2) = π(y(1)), . . . , y(j−i) = z, . . . , y(γ−1) = π(y(γ−2)), are labeled as zombies. Since none
of these bags except y(γ−1) are disappearing zombies, Observation 3.20 implies that y(1) = π̂(y(0)) =
ŷ(1), . . . , y(γ−1) = π̂(ŷ(γ−2)) = ŷ(γ−1). Moreover, all these bags have the same representative r(y) =
r(z) = r(y(1)) = . . . = r(y(γ−1)). The bag v ∈ Fi is the initiator of the attachment A(v, y). The (γ − 1)
immediate F-ancestors v(1), v(2), . . . , v(γ−1) of v = v(0) are labeled as a result of the attachment A(v, y) as
incubators. By Lemma 3.1, none of them is a zombie, and, in particular, none of them is a disappearing
zombie. Thus, again by Observation 3.20, v(1) = π̂(v(0)) = v̂(1), . . . , v(γ−1) = π̂(v̂(γ−2)) = v̂(γ−1).

Denote x = v(j−i) ∈ Fj . The representing edge of the attachment A(v, y) is the edge (r(v), r(y)).
Hence δ(r(v), r(y)) ≤ τi. The bag x ∈ Fj is an incubator. Hence it is safe. On the other hand, the bag
u ∈ Fj is risky. Hence u 6= x. Therefore, Q(u) ∩Q(x) = ∅. (Recall that point sets of two distinct j-level
bags are disjoint.)

Denote k = j + κ + 1. Let x′ = x̂(k−j) denote the k-level F̂ -ancestor of the bag x. By construction,
Q(x) ⊆ Q(x′). Since κ + 1 ≤ η − 1, the bag u′ = û(k−j) is identical to u. (Since the η − 1 immediate
F-ancestors, and F̂-ancestors, are all identical to u.) Both bags u′ and x′ are non-empty k-level bags, and
Q(u′) = Q(u), Q(x′) ⊇ Q(x), and Q(u) ∩Q(x) = ∅. Hence Q(u′) 6= Q(x′), and thus Q(u′) ∩ Q(x′) = ∅,
and u′ and x′ are distinct bags. (See Figure 9 for an illustration.)

The analysis splits into two cases now, depending on whether the bag x′ = x̂(k−j) is a zombie or not.
(Note that if k− i ≤ γ−1 then x′ is an incubator, and not a zombie. But k− i may be larger than γ−1.)
We start with the case that it is not a zombie. (It may be an attached bag.) By definition, x′ is useful.
We will show that r(x′) is prohibitively close to r(u), and this would yield a contradiction.
The representative r(v) of v belongs to Q(v) ⊆ Q(x) ⊆ Q(x′). Hence r(v), r(x′) ∈ Q(x′). By Corollary
3.15, δ(r(v), r(x′)) ≤ 2 · µk = τk

ρ·t·(c+1) . Recall that r(u
′) = r(u) and r(z) = r(y). Hence, by Equation

(3), δ(r(u′), r(y)) = δ(r(u), r(z)) ≤ τj. By the triangle inequality,

δ(r(u′), r(x′)) ≤ δ(r(u′), r(y)) + δ(r(y), r(v)) + δ(r(v), r(x′))

≤ τj + τi +
τk

ρ · t · (c+ 1)
= τk ·

(

1

ρk−j
+

1

ρk−i
+

1

ρ · t · (c+ 1)

)

.
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Figure 9: A schematic illustration for the proof of Lemma 3.26. Expressions that appear next to dotted lines
reflect upper bounds on distances between the representatives of their endpoints. For example, r(ũ) = r(u),
and thus 0 appears next to the dotted line that connects ũ and u. Similarly, δ(r(v), r(x′)) ≤ τk

ρ·t·(c+1) , and

thus τk
ρ·t·(c+1) appears next to the dotted line that connects v and x′.

Recall that k − j = κ + 1 = ⌈logρ t⌉ + 1. Also, i ≤ j − 1, and thus k − i ≥ logρ t + 2. Since ρ ≥ 2 and
c ≥ 1, it follows that

δ(r(u′), r(x′)) ≤ τk ·

(

1

ρlogρ t+1
+

1

ρlogρ t+2
+

1

ρ · t · (c+ 1)

)

= τk ·

(

1

ρ · t
+

1

ρ2 · t
+

1

ρ · t · (c+ 1)

)

≤
τk
t
·

(

1

2
+

1

4
+

1

4

)

=
τk
t
.

The bag x′ is useful, and r(u) = r(u′). Also, k = j + (κ+ 1) ∈ [j, j + (η − 1)], contradicting Claim 3.27.
Next, we turn to the case that x′ is a zombie (but not an attached bag). There exists an index

g, j < g < k, so that an F̂-descendant x̃ of x′ (and an F̂ -ancestor of x and v) became an attached
bag. Hence there exists an initiator w̃ ∈ Fg, so that the attachment A(w̃, x̃) occurred during the g-level
processing. The representing edge of this attachment is (r(w̃), r(x̃)). It follows that δ(r(w̃), r(x̃)) ≤ τg.
Denote m = j + 2κ + 2 = j + (η − 1). Let w ∈ Fm denote the m-level F-ancestor of w̃. Observe that
m− g ≤ m− j = 2κ+2 < γ. (The constant c0 should be set as c0 ≥ 3 for this to hold.) Hence the bag w
is labeled as a result of the attachment A(w̃, x̃) as an incubator. We will show that r(w) is prohibitively
close to r(u), yielding a contradiction. All the (γ − 1) immediate F-ancestors of w̃ are incubators, and
thus, by Lemma 3.1, they are not zombies. In particular, none of them is a disappearing zombie. Hence,
by Observation 3.20, for each index h, g < h ≤ m, the h-level F̂ -ancestor of w̃ is the same bag as the
h-level F-ancestor of w̃.

Hence the bag w is safe. On the other hand the m-level ancestor u(m−j) = u(η−1) of u is risky,
and so u(m−j) 6= w. Denote ũ = u(m−j). Since x̃ is an g-level F̂-ancestor of v, it follows that
r(v), r(x̃) ∈ Q(x̃). Hence, by Corollary 3.15, δ(r(v), r(x̃)) ≤ τg

ρ·t·(c+1) . Similarly, as w is an F̂ -ancestor

of w̃, and w ∈ Fm, it follows that δ(r(w), r(w̃)) ≤ τm
ρ·t·(c+1) . Also, r(ũ) = r(u), and r(z) = r(y). Hence

δ(r(ũ), r(y)) = δ(r(u), r(z)) ≤ τj. By the triangle inequality,

δ(r(ũ), r(w)) ≤ δ(r(ũ), r(y)) + δ(r(y), r(v)) + δ(r(v), r(x̃)) + δ(r(x̃), r(w̃)) + δ(r(w̃), r(w))

≤ τj + τi +
τg

ρ · t · (c+ 1)
+ τg +

τm
ρ · t · (c+ 1)

= τm ·

(

1

ρm−j
+

1

ρm−i
+

1

ρm−g · ρ · t · (c+ 1)
+

1

ρm−g
+

1

ρ · t · (c+ 1)

)
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≤ τm ·

(

1

ρ2·logρ t+2
+

1

ρ2·logρ t+3
+

1

ρlogρ t+2 · ρ · t · (c+ 1)
+

1

ρlogρ t+2
+

1

ρ · t · (c+ 1)

)

= τm ·

(

1

ρ2 · t2
+

1

ρ3 · t2
+

1

ρ3 · t2 · (c+ 1)
+

1

ρ2 · t
+

1

ρ · t · (c+ 1)

)

≤
τm
t

·

(

1

4
+

1

8
+

1

16
+

1

4
+

1

4

)

<
τm
t
.

Therefore, δ(r(ũ), r(w)) < τm
t
. The bag w is useful and r(ũ) = r(u). Also, ũ ∈ Fm, and m = j+(η−1) ∈

[j, j + (η − 1)]. Hence this is also a contradiction to Claim 3.27.
It follows that at least one of the bags û(0), û(1), . . . , û(η) is safe, and thus u is η-safe-prospective. This

completes the proof of Lemma 3.26.

Next, we combine Corollary 3.25 and Lemma 3.26 to conclude that any active small bag is (γ + η)-
prospective.

Lemma 3.28 Let j ∈ [ℓ]. Any active small bag v ∈ Fj is (γ + η)-prospective.

Proof: If j > ℓ− (γ + η) then the assertion is trivial. So we henceforth assume that j ≤ ℓ− (γ + η). If
v is η-prospective, then we are done. Otherwise, by Lemma 3.26, it is η-safe-prospective. In other words,
for some index i, j ≤ i ≤ j+ η, the i-level F̂-ancestor ṽ of v is safe. Since v is not η-prospective, the bags
v and ṽ are identical, and thus ṽ is small. Corollary 3.25 implies that ṽ is γ-prospective. It follows that
v is (γ + η)-prospective.

Recall that the large (respectively, small) counter of a point p ∈ Q grows during the j-level processing
(for some index j ∈ [ℓ]) if p is a representative of some large (resp., small) j-level bag v, and if p is not
isolated in the j-level auxiliary spanner G̃j . (See Section 2.4 for details.)

Observation 3.29 Let j ∈ [ℓ], and v ∈ Fj be a small bag. Then for any point p ∈ Q(v), it holds that
CTRj(p) = 0.

Proof: All F̂-descendants of v are small. Also, for a point p ∈ Q(v), and an index i, 1 ≤ i ≤ j, the
i-level host bag vi(p) is an F̂ -descendant of v. Hence any point p ∈ Q(v) belongs only to small i-level
bags, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j. Hence CTRj(p) = 0.

Observation 3.30 Let j ∈ [ℓ], and v ∈ Fj be a large bag. For every F̂-ancestor v′ of v, K(v′) ⊇ K(v).

Proof: Only small bags may be labeled as zombies. Hence v is useful. Observation 3.20 implies
that it will not have a step-parent, i.e., π̂(v) = π(v) and v ∈ S(π(v)). Also, we have by construction
K(π(v)) ⊇ K(v). Consider now π(v), and notice that Q(π(v)) ⊇ Q(v). Hence π(v) will be large as well,
and we can apply this argument to π(v).

Next, we argue that the large counter of any point p ∈ Q is at most 1.
We say that a large bag v ∈ Fj is atomically large, for some index j ∈ [ℓ], if all its extended children (if
any) are small. In particular, all large 1-level bags are atomically large. We will use this definition in the
proof of the following lemma.

Lemma 3.31 For each point p ∈ Q, CTRℓ(p) ≤ 1.

Proof: Suppose for contradiction that there is a point p ∈ Q, with CTRℓ(p) ≥ 2, and let j, j ∈ [ℓ− 1],
be the index for which CTRj(p) = 1, CTRj+1(p) = 2. By construction, p is the representative of its
(j + 1)-level host bag vj+1(p). Moreover, by Observation 3.29 and by the construction, the j-level and
(j+1)-level host bags vj(p) and vj+1(p) of p, respectively, are both large. If vj(p) is atomically large, set
v = vj(p). Otherwise, set v to be an arbitrary F̂-descendant of vj(p) that is atomically large. (Note that
p may not belong to Q(v).) We have v ∈ Fg, where 1 ≤ g ≤ j ≤ ℓ− 1. By Lemma 2.2, |K(v)| ≥ ℓ. Write
K(v) = {q1, . . . , qk}, where k ≥ ℓ.
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Next, we argue that

CTRg−1(q1) = CTRg−1(q2) = . . . = CTRg−1(qk) = 0. (4)

Since all counters with index 0 are 0, Equation (4) clearly holds if g = 1. For g ≥ 2, all the extended
children z ∈ χ(v) of v are small by definition. Also, by construction, Q(v) =

⋃

z∈χ(v) Q(z). Therefore,
by Observation 3.29, we have CTRg−1(p) = 0, for each point p ∈ Q(v). Equation (4) now follows as
K(v) ⊆ Q(v).

Consider the j − g + 1 immediate F̂-ancestors of v = v(0), i.e., v(1), . . . , v(j−g) = vj(p), v
(j−g+1) =

vj+1(p). Observation 3.30 implies that for each index i ∈ [j − g + 1], K(v(i)) ⊇ K(v) = {q1, . . . , qk}.
For each index i ∈ [g, j], at most one point from K(v) = {q1, . . . , qk} is appointed as a representative
during the i-level processing; that point is the only one from K(v) whose large counter increases during
the i-level processing. Since |K(v)| ≥ ℓ > j − g + 1, there must be at least one point q ∈ K(v), with
CTRj(q) = 0. Also, q ∈ K(v) ⊆ K(vj+1(p)), and the point p is the representative of vj+1(p). Recall that
for any large (j + 1)-level bag u, Algorithm LightSp sets its representative r(u) to be a point p̃ ∈ K(u)
with the smallest large counter CTRj(p̃). Hence CTRj(p) ≤ CTRj(q) = 0, a contradiction.

Next, we turn to analyzing single counters of points p ∈ Q. Recall that for a point p ∈ Q and an
index j ∈ [ℓ], single ctrj(p) counts the number of indices i ∈ [j] such that the point p is not isolated in
the i-level auxiliary spanner G̃i and its host bag vi(p) is a singleton, i.e., Q(vi(p)) = {p}.

Lemma 3.32 For any point p ∈ Q, single ctrℓ(p) ≤ γ + η.

Proof: For a point p ∈ Q, let i ∈ [ℓ] be the smallest index such that p is not isolated in the i-level auxiliary
spanner G̃i, and the host bag vi(p) of p satisfies Q(vi(p)) = {p}. If such an index does not exist, then
obviously single ctrℓ(p) = 0. We henceforth assume that the index i exists, and write v = vi(p). Notice
that ctr1(p) = . . . = ctri−1(p) = 0, and so single ctr1(p) = . . . = single ctri−1(p) = 0. By definition,
the bag v is active. Thus, Lemma 3.28 implies that v is (γ + η)-prospective. It follows that there is an
index k, 1 ≤ k ≤ (γ + η), such that the (i + k)-level F̂-ancestor v̂(k) of v is a growing bag. Therefore,
the bag v̂(k) contains at least one point, in addition to p. Moreover, each F̂ -ancestor of v̂(k) also contains
at least one point, in addition to p. Hence single ctri+k(p) = single ctri+k+1(p) = . . . = single ctrℓ(p).
In other words, the single counter of p may be incremented only during the h-level processing, for
h = i, i+ 1, . . . , i+ (k − 1), i.e., for at most k ≤ γ + η times. Therefore single ctrℓ(p) ≤ γ + η.

Next, we argue that plain ctrℓ(p) is small as well. Recall that for a point p ∈ Q and an index j ∈ [ℓ],
plain ctrj(p) is the number of indices i ∈ [j], such that p serves as a representative of an i-level small bag
v with |Q(v)| ≥ 2, and p is not isolated in G̃i.

Lemma 3.33 Let v ∈ Fj be a growing small bag, for some index j ∈ [2, ℓ]. Then the kernel set K(v) of
v contains at least two points p, q with plain ctrj−1(p) = plain ctrj−1(q) = 0.

Proof: Let i be the minimum index such that there exists an i-level growing small bag v. By definition,
i ≥ 2. Also, there are no growing small h-level bags, for any index 1 ≤ h ≤ i− 1.
The proof is by induction on j.
Basis: j = i. Consider a growing small bag v ∈ Fi. Since it is growing, we have |χ(v)| ≥ 2. Let
u,w ∈ χ(v) be two distinct extended children of v. Since v is small, both u and w are small too. As there
are no growing small bags of level h, 1 ≤ h ≤ i− 1, it follows that there exist 1-level bags u′ and w′ such
that u′ is identical to u (and thus an F-descendant of it) and w′ is identical to w (and an F-descendant
of it). Moreover, all bags on the path in F that connects u′ to u (respectively, w′ to w) are identical to
both of them and have the same representative r(u) (resp., r(w)).

If the point set Q(u) of u contains just one single point, i.e., Q(u) = {r(u)}, then plain ctri−1(r(u)) =
0. (Its single counter single ctri−1(r(u)) might be larger, but it was taken care of separately. See Lemma
3.32.) Otherwise, |Q(u)| ≥ 2. Hence Q(u)\{r(u)} contains at least one additional point p(u), p(u) 6= r(u).
This point satisfies plain ctri−1(p(u)) = 0. In either case the bag u contains a point q(u) ∈ Q(u), such that
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plain ctri−1(q(u)) = 0. The same is true for w. Moreover, Q(u), Q(w) ⊆ Q(v) and Q(u)∩Q(w) = ∅, and
so q(u) and q(w) are two distinct points in Q(v). Hence Q(v) contains two distinct points q(u), q(w) such
that plain ctri−1(q(u)) = plain ctri−1(q(w)) = 0. By Lemma 2.2, since v is a small bag, K(v) = Q(v),
and we are done.
Induction Step: Assume the correctness of the statement for all smaller values of j, j ≥ i+1, and prove it
for j. For a growing small bag v ∈ Fj , there exist two distinct small extended children u,w ∈ χ(v) ⊆ Fj−1.
Either u is growing, or there exists an extended child u(−1) of u = u(0), which is identical to u. The same
argument applies to u(−1). Hence, there is a sequence of bags u = u(0), u(−1), . . . , u(−h), for some index
h ∈ [0, j − 2], with u(−k+1) = π̂(u(−k)), for each k ∈ [h]. The bag ũ = u(−h) ∈ Fj−h−1 is either growing
or belongs to F1. Moreover, all bags u = u(0), u(−1), . . . , ũ = u(−h) are identical.

If the point set Q(u) of u contains just one single point r(u), then plain ctrj−1(r(u)) = 0. (Even
though its single counter may be larger.)

Otherwise Q(u) \ {r(u)} contains at least one additional point p(u), p(u) 6= r(u). If ũ ∈ F1, then
plain ctrj−1(p(u)) = 0. Otherwise j − h − 1 ≥ 2 and ũ is a growing bag. By the induction hypothesis,
ũ contains at least two points p1(u), p2(u) with plain ctrj−h−2(p1(u)) = plain ctrj−h−2(p2(u)) = 0. One of
these points may become the representative of ũ (and, consequently, of all the bags u(−h+1), u(−h+2), . . . , u(0) =
u that are identical to ũ), and, as a result its (j − 1)-level plain counter may become positive. However,
the other one will have plain counter equal to 0 on all levels j − h − 1, j − h, . . . , j − 1. Thus either
plain ctrj−1(p1(u)) = 0 or plain ctrj−1(p2(u)) = 0 must hold. Hence in both cases Q(u)\{r(u)} contains
at least one point q(u) with plain ctrj−1(q(u)) = 0.

We showed that in all cases Q(u) contains at least one point q(u) with plain ctrj−1(q(u)) = 0.
Similarly, the bag w also contains a point q(w) ∈ Q(w) with plain ctrj−1(q(w)) = 0. Since u,w ∈ χ(v),
it follows that q(u), q(w) ∈ Q(v). Moreover, Q(u) ∩ Q(w) = ∅, and so q(u) and q(w) are distinct. By
Lemma 2.2, since v is a small bag, K(v) = Q(v), which completes the proof.

Next, we provide an upper bound for plain counters of points in Q.

Lemma 3.34 For any point p ∈ Q, plain ctrℓ(q) ≤ γ + η.

Proof: Consider a point q ∈ Q, and suppose that plain ctrℓ(q) > 0. Let i ∈ [ℓ] be the smallest
index such that the plain counter of q is incremented during the i-level processing, i.e., plain ctri−1(q) =
0, plain ctri(q) = 1. It follows that the i-level host bag v = vi(p) is active and small, and also q = r(v).
Moreover |Q(v)| ≥ 2. Denote β = γ + η. If i > ℓ − β then the plain counter of q is incremented at
most β times, on levels i, i + 1, . . . , ℓ. Hence in this case plain ctrℓ(q) ≤ β, as required. Otherwise, let
j denote the smallest level of an F̂-ancestor u of v such that u is a growing bag. By Lemma 3.28, j
is well-defined, with i < j ≤ i + β ≤ ℓ. Consider the j − i immediate F̂-ancestors of v = v̂(0), i.e.,
v̂(1) = π̂(v̂(0)), . . . , v̂(j−i) = u = π̂(v̂(j−i−1)). The bags v̂(1), . . . , v̂(j−i−1) are identical to v, and have the
same representative r(v) = q. If u is a large bag then all its F̂-ancestors are large as well. Also, p ∈ Q(u),
and for all indices k ≥ j, p belongs to the point set of the k-level F̂ -ancestor of u. Hence the plain counter
of p is not incremented during the k-level processing, for all k ≥ j.

Suppose now that u is small. Since it is growing, by Lemma 3.33, its kernel set K(u) contains at least
two points p, p′ with plain counter zero, i.e., plain ctrj−1(p) = plain ctrj−1(p

′) = 0. On the other hand,
plain ctrj−1(q) ≥ plain ctri(q) = 1. Hence q is not the representative of u. More generally, we have the
following claim.

Claim 3.35 Let w = vk(q) be the k-level host bag of q, for some index k ≥ j. If w is small then q is not
the representative of w.

Proof: The proof is by induction on k. The basis k = j was already proved.
Induction Step: Assume the correctness of the statement for all smaller values of k, k ≥ j + 1, and prove
it for k. If w is not growing, then it is identical to an F̂-descendant w′ ∈ Fk′ , for some k′ < k. Hence
r(w) = r(w′). By the induction hypothesis, r(w′) 6= q, and so r(w) 6= q as well.
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Otherwise, w is growing. By Lemma 3.33, its kernel set K(w) contains at least two points p, p′ with
plain counter zero, i.e., plain ctrk−1(p) = plain ctrk−1(p

′) = 0. On the other hand, plain ctrk−1(q) ≥
plain ctri(q) = 1. Hence q is not the representative of w. Claim 3.35 follows.

We now continue proving Lemma 3.34.
By Claim 3.35, if vk(q) is small then the plain counter of q is not incremented during the k-level processing,
for all k ≥ j. If vk(q) is large, then obviously, it is not incremented either. Hence, for any k ≥ j, the
plain counter of q is not incremented during the k-level processing, and so plain ctrℓ(q) = plain ctrj(q).
Thus the plain counter of q may grow only during the k-level processing, for i ≤ k < j. It follows that
plain ctrℓ(q) ≤ j − i ≤ β = γ + η.

Recall that for any q ∈ Q, load ctrℓ(q) = CTRℓ(q)+ctrℓ(q) = CTRℓ(q)+single ctrℓ(q)+plain ctrℓ(q).
Hence, Lemmas 3.31, 3.32 and 3.34 imply the following corollary.

Corollary 3.36 For any point q ∈ Q, load ctrℓ(q) ≤ 2 · (γ + η) + 1.

Observe that each time that the load counter of a point q is incremented, its degree in the constructed
spanner grows by at most O(∆(n)). (This is because the maximum degree of the j-level auxiliary spanner
G̃j is O(∆(n)), for each j ∈ [ℓ]; see Observation 3.18.) Hence, Corollary 3.36 implies that the maximum
degree of any point q ∈ Q in the graph G̃1 ∪ . . . ∪ G̃ℓ is O(∆(n) · (γ + η)) = O(∆(n) · γ). The 0-level
auxiliary spanner G̃0 contributes at most O(∆(n)) to the maximum degree of the final spanner G̃; also,
the path-spanner H has maximum degree O(ρ), and the base edge set B contributes an additive term of
O(1) to ∆(G̃). (See the beginning of this section.) We summarize the degree analysis with the following
statement.

Lemma 3.37 ∆(G̃) = O(∆(n) · γ + ρ) = O(∆(n) · logρ(t/ǫ) + ρ).

Deriving Theorem 1.4. Lemmas 3.9, 3.12, 3.16 and 3.37, and Corollary 3.11, imply Theorem 1.4.
In other words, we devised a transformation that, given a construction of t-spanners with SpSz(n)

edges, degree ∆(n) and diameter Λ(n) which requires SpTm(n) time, and given parameters ρ ≥ 2 and
ǫ > 0, provides a construction of (t + ǫ)-spanners with O(SpSz(n) · logρ(t/ǫ)) edges, degree O(∆(n) ·

logρ(t/ǫ) + ρ), diameter O(Λ(n) + logρ n+ α(ρ)), and lightness O(SpSz(n)
n

· ρ · logρ n · (t3/ǫ)). The latter
construction requires O(SpTm(n) · logρ(t/ǫ) + n · log n) time.

Substitute into this transformation a construction of (1 + ǫ)-spanners with O(n) edges, degree O(ρ)
and diameter O(logρ n+ α(ρ)), which runs within O(n · log n) time [4, 30, 50]. We obtain a construction
of (1 + 2ǫ)-spanners with O(n) edges, degree O(ρ), diameter O(logρ n+α(ρ)) and lightness O(ρ · logρ n),

which requires O(n · log n) time as well. (Observe that t = 1 + ǫ, and so logρ(t/ǫ) =
log(1+ 1

ǫ
)

log ρ = O(1).

Also, we can rescale 2ǫ = ǫ′.) For ρ = O(1) this proves Conjecture 1. Moreover, due to lower bounds of
[10, 24], this result is tight up to constant factors in the entire range of the parameter ρ.
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Appendix

A The General Result

Next we explicate the dependence on ǫ and the doubling dimension in our main result.

Theorem A.1 For any n-point metric M with an arbitrary (not necessarily constant) doubling dimension
dim(M), any ǫ > 0 and any integer parameter ρ ≥ 2, there exists a (1 + ǫ)-spanner with n · ǫ−O(dim(M))

edges, degree ρ ·ǫ−O(dim(M)), diameter O(logρ n+α(ρ)) and lightness (ρ · logρ n) ·ǫ
−O(dim(M)). The running

time of this construction is (n · log n) · ǫ−O(dim(M)).

B Proof of Theorem 1.3

This appendix is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.3. For Euclidean metrics Arya et al. [4] proved this
theorem for the case ρ = 2, and the authors of the current paper generalized it in [50] to the entire range
of the degree parameter ρ. For doubling metrics the proof of this theorem is based on the works of [30]
and [50]. We provide it here for the sake of completeness.

Let M = (P, δ) be an n-point doubling metric. A (1+ǫ)-spanner H for M is called a tree-like spanner,
if it contains a tree T that satisfies the following conditions:

1. Each vertex v of T is assigned a representative point r(v) ∈ P .

2. There is a 1-1 correspondence between the points of P and the representatives of the leaves of T .

3. Each internal vertex is assigned a unique representative. (Thus, each point of P will be the repre-
sentative of at most two vertices of T .) In particular, there are at most 2n vertices in T .

4. For any two points p, q ∈ P , there is a (1+ ǫ)-spanner path in H between p and q that is composed
of three consecutive parts: (a) a path ascending the edges of T , (b) a single edge, and (c) a path
descending the edges of T . (Each edge e = (u, v) in T is translated into an edge (r(u), r(v)) in H.)

We say that such a tree T is a tree-skeleton of the spanner H.
Gottlieb and Roditty [30] proved the following theorem. (See also [27, 11, 19, 45, 29] for a number of

earlier related works.)

Theorem B.1 ([30]) For any n-point doubling metric M = (P, δ) and any ǫ > 0, one can build in
O(n · log n) time a (1+ ǫ)-spanner H and a tree-skeleton T for H, such that both H and T have constant
degree.

The spanner of Gottlieb and Roditty [30] may have a large diameter. To reduce the diameter, we
employ the following tree-shortcutting theorem from [50].

Theorem B.2 (Theorem 3 in [50]) Let T be an arbitrary n-vertex tree, and denote by MT the tree
metric induced by T . One can build in O(n logρ n) time, for any integer ρ ≥ 2, a 1-spanner Gρ for MT

with |Gρ| = O(n), ∆(Gρ) ≤ ∆(T ) + 2ρ, and Λ(Gρ) = O(logρ n+ α(ρ)).

Next, we describe a spanner construction H∗ that satisfies all conditions of Theorem 1.3.
We start by building the spanner H and its tree-skeleton T that are guaranteed by Theorem B.1.

Note that T contains at most 2n = O(n) vertices. Next, we build the 1-spanner Gρ for the tree metric
MT = (P, δT ) induced by T that is guaranteed by Theorem B.2. Notice that the edge weights of Gρ are
assigned according to the distance function δT of the tree metric MT . The 1-spanner Gρ is converted into
a graph G∗

ρ over the point set P in the following way. Each edge (u, v) of Gρ, for a pair u, v of vertices
in T , is translated into the edge (r(u), r(v)) between their respective representatives. Finally, let H∗ be
the spanner obtained from the union of the graphs H and G∗

ρ.
It is easy to see that the graph H∗ satisfies all conditions of Theorem 1.3.
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